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Contemporary Trends in Primetime TV News: A Comparative 
Study of Selected News Channels 
Chapter 1 
Contours of the Study 
1.0 Introduction 
The development of electronic media is a part of the revolution that brought drastic 
changes in the socio economic condition of India. Despite the apprehensions at the early 
stage about the role of television in a developing democracy, it emerged as a major tool of 
socio-economic transformation in India. There is no denying of the fact that India grew as 
the media grew. If we look back at the past few decades, the electronic media has lived a 
golden era and since then it is rising day by day, at present being at the zenith of its success. 
It has contributed a lot to the Indian society. It has not only globalised our approach but 
also provided us a broad spectrum of infinite creativity. This success is not achieved in one 
day. In fact, it took several years, and thousands of creative minds have contributed for its 
best performance. In the words of a great philosopher, 'no success is achieved without 
hurdles', the same way; the glorious journey of television has also experienced a number of 
barriers. 
During this voyage the electronic media may have reached its best but it might be possible 
that it has diverted from its roots and the purpose for which it was introduced. This can be 
revealed by critically analyzing the television content in its historical perspective. A gloss 
over the literature reveals that during the last hundred odd years, Indian television has 
come across many trends in its programming, perhaps due to changes in technology, 
metamorphosis in the media, changing public preferences and demands, and most 
importantly the growing competition for survival of television channels. Earlier, there used 
to be limited programmes with balanced content but now a days, the scenario is totally 
different. If we talk specifically about news, we find out that it has also travelled a lot and 
met many changes in the journey. Earlier news used to be a part of the programming 
content which was just confined to a half an hour show with all major elements of news, all 
weaved together. Political stories usually were a part of their opening news, followed by 
semi soft stories, and entertainment and sports news at the end of the Bulletin. This was 
the pioneer trend in the history of Indian Electronic Media. But, at present you rarely could 
see such trends. The present trends show the influence of market driven factors. Today any 
news item could be breaking news, be it the achievement of a sports star or a Bollywood 
star signing a new film may also be prime news. 
The concept of Prime time news was gifted to the Indian audience by Doordarshan. For a 
television channel, primetime is the most important TRP driven time slot, which has a 
maximum viewership in a day. It may vary as today we have specific channels for the 
masses. Prime time for a regional news channel may be different from that of a national 
news channel. For an instance the prime time at Sahara Samay Uttar Pradesh or ETV 
Gujarati may begun at 7 pm and ends at 9 pm, but for a National News Channel such as Aaj 
Tak or DD News it is from 9 to 11pm. 
Television programmes are conceived and produced according to their time of telecast, to 
cater to the need of audience. As the primetime programmes share the maximum 
viewership, it has become the necessity of the broadcasters to serve that content which 
appeals the masses. To survive against the cut throat competition for TRP no one wants to 
be defeated. This may be one of the reasons for the present trends in primetime news. 
Studies conducted on the content of television channel shows that owing to public 
preference, news related to entertainment are given preference during primetime. 
Against the backdrop of the strengthening popular perception of changing trends in 
primetime news and the changing news formats, this study is an attempt to analyse the 
cganging trends in primetime news, the influencing factors and implications for television 
programming including the public service commitments of Indian television. 
In particular, the study attempt to answer questions such as: 
What constitutes primetime news and how it emerged? 
Has it followed any specific trends in the course of its evolution? 
What contributed to the changes in primetime news formats? 
How far the changes have impacted television's public service commitments? 
1.1 Aims & Objectives of ttie Study 
The study aims at analyzing the primetime news contents to identify the trends in their 
presentation while examining its historical evolution and the perceived contributing 
factors thereof. The specific objectives can be enumerated as follows: 
1) To explore the evolution of primetime news formats in its historical context. 
2) To examine the contributing factors for the evolving primetime news formats 
3) To analyze the contents of primetime news programs on Indian TV news channels 
to identify the trends there in. 
4) To collect and analyze publics views on the evolving primetime TV news formats, 
and 
5) To explore the implications of these evolving news formats on news contents of 
other media and viewing behavior of the public. 
1.2 Importance of Study 
Last year's blockbuster Bunty Aur Bubli had the protagonists, Rani Mukerjee and Abhishek 
Bachchan, masquerading as television news channel representatives in one of their many 
scams. This one example is proof enough of the growing popularity of the Indian television 
news medium that sees the birth of a new news channel almost every day. Indian television 
news channels are the hottest thing to have happened to television viewers across the 
country. With all major television broadcasters including at least one news channel to their 
bouquet, the choice and variety of news available at the tip of your fingers is mind-
boggling. Also the packaging of news has become more seductive, thereby luring viewers of 
all ages with its creative blend of news, information and entertainment. All this spells magic 
for brands jostling for more air space in order to capture the ever-fleeting attention of 
consumers. 
In this world of give-and-take, while advertisement provides the much-needed revenue for 
news channels, television news too has contributed to the growth of advertising. Today 
anything and everything can become content for television news-Lifestyle, movies, books, 
home decorations, cuisine, fashion and glamour and even celebrity talk shows. As a result 
the scope of advertising and marketing a whole variety of products via news channels have 
gone up as compared to the other latest offerings from the world of media, like Mobile 
gaming, Internet and so on. 
High definition Television does not make demands on the consumer like other mediums 
do- literacy is a necessary pre-condition for subscribing to newspapers while being tech-
savy is a requirement that one has to meet for mobile gaming or blogging. Television being 
an interactive medium helps to create an illusion of dialogue between the ads and the 
viewers thus accounting for high recall. Straight jacketing does not handicap a news 
programme like "60 minutes" on NDTV with Barkha or Pronoy Roy. The immense variety of 
news means that a particular slot can have diverse product placements and promotions. 
News Channels also have the freedom to run threads within a programme carrying 
advertisement banners for different products. This freedom is not available to others. As a 
result news channels are booming with sky being the limit. In fact it will not be foolish to 
say that that day is not far away, when we will get satellite news channel for every major 
city in India. 
With the mushrooming growth in every part of the country including the rural parts, 
television news channels are going to play a major role in the life of the populace in shaping 
their perceptions of the world around. A systematic study of the changing trends will 
provide useful facts about the emerging news formats and their impacts. This study can be 
a useful guide to understand the present trends in primetime news and the factors 
responsible for such trends and the change in quality of television content. This will in turn 
help the broadcasters to understand the audience response and what does the audience 
appreciate and discard. From this study and its findings media researchers may learn about 
the trends in television news and changes in its content. It will also help them to predict 
about the future trends. 
1.3 Review of Literature 
A gloss over the literature relevant to primetime news reveals a general lack of systematic 
research in the area. The sporadic studies whatever available in India are mostly rating studies or 
observations by industry experts or others associated with the broadcast industry. In this scenario 
some landmark international studies provide the back ground for taking the present study 
forward. Some of these milestone research studies are produced hereunder. 
In a comprehensive article on television broadcasting in India Nikhil Sinha' argues that with 
diminishing control of the state over television and consequent change in its revenue stmcture 
and its response to increasing commercial pressures, the character of television programming 
increasingly reflect the demands and pressures of the market place. 
In an article on TV trends in Environmental news, Chandra Prabha^ presents detailed alanysis of 
the trends in news presentation in the Indian media. The analysis reveals that environment 
comprises just about 0.35 per cent of news on popular Hindi news chamiels, closely trailing 
agriculture at 0.4 per cent, and Health at 0.5 per cent. On the other side of the spectmm, cinema 
makes up 7 per cent of prime time news and Fashion/ Lifestyle 1.7 percent. Compare these to the 
coverage of national Politics that occupied 10 per cent of prime time coverage for April and 
May. These prime time news (7 to II pm) figures are based on coverage of six Hindi News 
channels - DD news. Star Plus, Aaj tak, Zee News, NDTV Hindi and Sahara Samay. Sahara 
Samay led also in terms of diversity in the coverage of issues; DD news and NDTV followed 
next. Diversity in environmental news coverage leaves much to be desired on Aaj Tak, Zee 
News and Star TV. The comparative analysis of various channels' coverage shows that DD 
News and NDTV were the only channels to debate environmental issues in their prime time 
coverage. 
In their article 'news media operations -paradigm shifts '^ N. Bhaskar Rao and P.N. Vasanti 
claim that, contrary to popular expectations, recent proliferation of TV, radio, and newspapers 
^ Sinha, Nikhil, Broadcasting and national politics, Public Service Broadcasting-the challenges of Twenty -First 
Century, Unesco, 1997, pp. 133-135. 
^ Prabha, Chandra.TV Trends in Reporting environmental news, Media Analysis 
^ Rao, Bhaskar N., and P.N. Vasanti, News Media Operations, Yojana, May 2009,PP. 5-10 
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has not led to commensxxrate rise in its role, reach and relevance. They argue that news media 
range of coverage has hardly expanded beyond metro cities. Despite proliferation of media and 
increase in competitiveness, the choice in the content package to readers and viewers is neither 
inclusive nor distinct. Some increase in circulation and viewership nevertheless is because of 
multiplicity not because of expansion in the reach beyond two-thirds of population. That is, the 
ones seeing are seeing more chaimels or programmes, and the ones reading, are reading more 
newspapers. They claim that with the recent changes in definitions of news, news values and 
media priorities, news media are becoming no longer journalist driven rather reader or viewer 
driven. 
In the article 'Social Games Rivaling Prime-Time TV Shows', Jason Hahn have given birth to 
another serious issue of concern that whether the social games are killing prime-time television? 
Bright Roll, CEO Tod Sacerdoti attributed the death of Procter & Gamble's long-running soap 
opera "Guiding Light" to viewers turning their backs on their daytime television programming so 
they can spend time with online content like FarmVille and Zoo World. "Furthermore, if things 
continue down the path they are on, social gaming will kill daytime television altogether," he 
predicts. 
Peter Farago, urges that "Social games on iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices are competing for 
television viewers." He adds, "In fact, these apps, tracked on the Flurry network alone, comprise 
of a daily audience of more than 19 million who spend over 22 minutes per day using these 
apps." Flurry provided its findings in the wake of online speculation that social games have 
played a part in the demise of daytime television viewing. CBS aired the last episode of "As the 
World Turns," the Procter & Gamble production that has been running for more than 50 years. 
That followed the CBS cancellation last year of "Guiding Light," the longest-running television 
drama in history. Ad dollars allocated to soaps have dropped 50% since 2005, according to 
Flurry. 
Bright Roll, argue that Face book and social games like FarmVille were prime suspects in the 
death of soaps. He pointed out that Zynga, for instance, has 50 million users and that most social 
gamers are women between the ages of 18 and 50. That shift of that demographic toward gaming 
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is decimating daytime, the theory goes ~ along with other long-term factors like more women 
joining the workforce, and the emergence of the Web and DVRs. 
A seminal research paper titled 'Trends in TV news Scenography and their influence on 
journalists and journalism'^ published at University of Bedfordshire claim that the last few 
years have witnessed deep changes in the way news is presented. One of the most 
important changes could be found in the scenography applied at TV Newsrooms spaces, 
transformed today into a large stage of images and icons. Other important change was the 
introduction of on-screen graphic elements [oracles, cookies, tickers) during news 
broadcasts, creating new ways of transmitting information on a same space - the television 
screen. 
Intending to evaluate the direct impact of the emerging newsroom styles s on the television 
professionals and the consequences of those aspects on anchors' and journalists' daily 
routines, a research study has found that despite this deep transformation, it is not very 
well known the real consequences of the new newsrooms styles on journalists themselves. 
The presence of on-screen enhancements and animated graphics may help journalist 
decoding complex subjects such as science or economy, however, it can also interfere 
negatively with the way the news are constructed. 
On the other hand, journalists complain that these on-screen graphics have a negative 
impact on their daily work, and also blame the new Newsroom Concepts of risking the 
quality of their working environment. By interviewing the different anchors working at 
Portuguese TV Newsrooms as well as analyzing different news programs, the researchers 
discuss how scenographic elements and Newsrooms / Studios interfere on the quality of 
work environment, and on the procedures of doing TV Journalism. 
Title: Trends in TV News Scenography and their Influence on Journalists and Journalism-by Jose Azevedo, 
Luciana Femandes and Maria do RosArio Saraiva, presented at 2008 International Journalism Conference-
The End of Journalism? Technology, Education and Ethics conference, University of Bedfordshire 
17th-18th October 2008. 
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Uda Londo's article titled: 'Monitoring and analysis of TV news programs TVSH and Top 
Channel's reveals that prime time news editions on both the public and the commercial 
station are similar in range of topics, but differ in the details, sources, and priority of 
coverage. The selection of prime time news, when viewed against the backdrop of specific 
developments, points to a specific agenda that sets the news criteria. The agenda's main 
priority, as the very order, selection, and sources of news show, is very close to the agenda 
of the government or politics in general or to that of the TV management and its interests 
at the moment. In fact, as was repeatedly shown through the monitoring analysis, political 
presence or presence of persons promoting a specific interest for the TV station is one of 
the main criteria in defining news value. 
As a result, the TV stations, following of the above priorities and interests has its toll on 
social issues and representation, as well as diversity of topics that is offered to the public. 
In spite of serious attempts often made regarding topics of a social relevance, their 
coverage is usually triggered either by tragedy or by events involving presence of 
prominent figures, with no possibilities for follow-up or a more detailed analysis of the 
problems that affect people who watch the news every day. 
A research paper titled: 'Analysis of TV prime time domestic news on MTV and Al' by David 
Vitkov^ reveals strong focus on political developments. Domestic political news and 
economic and financial news is covered the most on Al and MTV. In terms of domestic 
political news, on the commercial television channel it represents 21% of the total prime 
time news content, whereas on the public broadcasting channel this number is slightly 
higher at 25%. The general attitude on Al towards such news is negative to neutral, both in 
content and attitude, while on MTV it is generally neutral. As for economic and financial 
news, this category also takes up a significant part of the news. Its share on Al is a high 
37% of the total news content. Another topic that was covered on a regular basis is 
Uda Londo's, 'Monitoring and analysis of TV news programs TVSH and Top Channel' 
David Vitkov, 'Analysis of TV prime time domestic news on MTV and Al' 
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Macedonia's international politics. Here it was observed that in the public broadcasting 
service there were three topics that were consistently presented. 
The country's international politics presented around 14% of the total prime time news on 
MTV, while this number was just under 5% for Al news. Other topics that were covered 
from time to time included culture, social protection and health care, education and 
religion. In total, these comprised around 15% of the total news on both the public and 
commercial television stations covered in this survey. Cultural stories in particular were 
presented in a positive manner in terms of content and attitude. It should also be 
mentioned that 'other' news covered a large part of the prime time news. In percentage 
terms, 13% of the total time spent on news goes on the account of this news, mostly made 
up of crime or accident news items. 
In a paper titled-'TV prime time domestic news BTV and BTV -Blurring of Boundaries 
Between Public And Commercial Television^ Danail Danov claims that some trends can be 
discerned with regard to the monitoring process carried out in April 2007 according to the 
guidelines of the present survey. The monitored prime time news programmes include 150 
news entries for BNT and 188 for BTV. They are aired from 8pm to 8.30pm on BNT and 
from 7pm to 8pm on BTV. The monitoring has been done through April 2007. Prime time 
news programmes on these two channels are presented by a man and a woman, so no 
gender bias can be stipulated in this respect. Out of the overall news entries, almost an 
equal percentage was devoted to the countryside, 11% for BNT and 14% for BTV. But as we 
can see from the programme requirements, BNT has an explicit requirement set for not less 
than 15.6 per cent of the entire news programme time to be dedicated to regional news. If 
we assume that the prime time news programme is a reflection of the overall tendency, at 
least with regard to the monitored period, it is hardly possible to conclude that BNT fulfils 
duly this requirement. Moreover, it is left behind BTV, which has no such requirement set 
in its licence. It is obvious that the Law has made this provision in view of ensuring that the 
Danail Danov. 'TV prime time domestic news BTV and BTV -Blurring of Boundaries 
Between Public And Commercial Television 
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public television carries out its role of serving the public interest, but BNT seems to be 
moving into the direction of satisfying the tastes of particular segments of society that will 
attract more advertising revenue for the television. 
This is confirmed also by the fact that the most widely watched programme in Bulgaria has 
for some time been one of the soap operas broadcast by BNT, while its prime-time news 
programme is the sixth in rating. This move towards more sensational and popular content 
is reflected in the comparison of the topics of the monitored items. Very high percentage 
for both televisions goes to crime, 17% for BNT and 19% for BTV. This undoubtedly says a 
lot about the main problems faced by Bulgarian society. If we look at the media as the 
mirror held in front of society, then the conclusion is that Bulgarian society is very sick and 
there is no wonder why the EU is following so closely the reforms in the judicial system and 
internal affairs in the country. Considering the fact, however, that the media is also among 
the strongest factors that shape the public opinion and civic value, then such a central focus 
in covering crime could somehow bring about its canalizations. Hence, handling crime on 
television should be dealt with very carefully, granted its far-reaching consequences for the 
public attitudes towards it. Moreover, as prime time news is the time when children and 
under-aged are still among the potential audience, additional attention should be paid to 
stick to the principles of good taste and fair reporting. 
1.4 Hypothesis: 
1 The evolution of satellite based cable TV; the DTH, TV, and the online news have 
contributed to the emergence of 24 X 7 news formats. 
2 There has been shifting focus towards breaking news. 
3 Multimedia news formats are getting prioritized. 
4 The news bulletins are exploring and in the corporating news spheres of social live to 
move the news bulletins all inclusive. 
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1.5 Research Methodology 
The study primarily adopted the method of content analysis which was supplemented by 
social survey method of research. Content analysis of the primetime news bulletins of 
selected television channels was conducted to explore the trends in news presentation. 
Sampling: 
The sample for the study includes two hours of primetime news programming per day of 
the week spreading over to four consecutive weeks of a month of programming by four 
popular TV news channels in India. As such the sample size came out to be 224 hours of 
news programming. The reasoning behind the selection of the prime time new programs is 
that each sample will be all inclusive covering diverse events including political, crime, 
social, life, style, science, sports, business etc and are likely to attract all generations of 
viewer ship. In addition, these are likely to cover recorded news, live coverage of events 
and online comments and discussions making the news programming complete. The four 
channels have been selected for their perceived specialization on different aspects of news 
programming viz. Promptness in news coverage, completeness in news presentation, 
breaking news, social responsibility in news presentation. 
The individual news stories are defined as the units of analysis for the study. The number 
of units of news programs has been counted and duration of the programmes is measured 
to explore the perceived priority, as part of the content analysis. The study also examines in 
its historical perspective the evolution of the primetime news formats, which has been 
supported by an opinion survey of the journalists and the viewer's on the evolving 
primetime news formats. 
1.6 Presentation of the Study 
The study has been presented in the following chapters; 
Chapter 1- presents a brief outline of the research design framed the guide of the study. 
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Chapter 2- Attempts to produce brief profiles of the selected news channels with special 
reference to their news presentation credentials. 
Chapter 3- Seeks to explore the evolution in primetime news formats in its historical 
perspective. 
Chapter 4- Presents an insight on the conceptual foundations on primetime news 
presentation formats. 
Chapter 5- Presents an analysis of the primetime news contents of the sampled programs 
of the selected television news channels. 
Chapter 6-Deals with the finding of the study, the conclusions drown on the basis of the 
research data and the relationship among the data points, implications of the 
findings and a suggested action agenda for future research as well as corrective 
action. 
1.7 Limitations of the Study 
Despite all genuine efforts make the reliable and universally valid, certain recourses as 
well as time constraints limit the universal validity of its findings. A study of trends could 
have been more appropriate by taking a longer reference period; it was not possible 
considering the time and resource constraints of a M Phil scholar. Comparative analysis 
could have been more accurate in the event of simultaneous study of the concurrent news 
bulletins, which the scholar could not do with accuracy. Personal interaction with the 
veterans of the game could go a long way in making the data more credible. These could be 
the areas of emphasis for future research efforts in this area. 
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Chapter 2 
Growth of Television News Channels 
2.1 Genesis and Growth of Television Broadcasting 
Few inventions have had as much effect on the civilization as television. During the half century 
of its existence, beginning with 1959 the number of homes with television sets had increased 
many folds, at least one television set, and those sets were on for an average of more than seven 
hours a day. A typical Indian spends from two-and-a-half to almost five hours a day watching 
television. It is significant not only that this time is being spent with television but that it is not 
being spent engaging in other activities, such as reading or going out or socializing. 
2.1.1 TV Invented 
The invention of television is the result of long-term efforts of several men. However, two 
important people whose names are associated with the invention of television are Vladimir 
Zworykin, and Philo Famsworth. Although prior to 1922 the concept of television was very 
much in existence, it was primarily due to the efforts of these two people that the concept of 
electronic scanning of images, which forms the bases of modem day television, was introduced. 
Both Zworykin and Famsworth had applied for a patent of the same during the year 1923 and 
1927 respectively. But as Zworykin has filed the patent earlier, he is often termed as the father of 
television. 
The history of television can be divided into Mechanical Televisionl?! era, which primarily 
comprises a period prior to 1935, and the Electronic Televisionia era, which is the post 1935 
period. Up to 1935, a television was not entirely electronic. In the year 1926 the first 
demonstration of the mechanical television by John Baird revealed that the images displayed on 
the television lacked outlines, were blurred and were also quite small in size. It was only in the 
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post 1935 period that electronic televisions emerged and broadcasting of television programmes 
started. 
Electronic television was first successfully demonstrated in San Francisco on Sept. 7, 1927. The 
system was designed by Philo Taylor Famsworth, a 21-year-old inventor who had lived in a 
house without electricity until he was 14. While still in high school, Famsworth had begun to 
conceive of a system that could capture moving images in a form that could be coded onto radio 
waves and then transformed back into a picture on a screen. Boris Rosing in Russia had 
conducted some crude experiments in transmitting images 16 years before Famsworth's first 
success. Also, a mechanical television system, which scanned images using a rotating disk with 
holes arranged in a spiral pattern, had been demonstrated by John Logic Baird in England and 
Charles Francis Jenkins in the United States earlier in the 1920s. However, Famsworth's 
invention, which scanned images with a beam of electrons, is the direct ancestor of modem 
television. The first image he transmitted on it was a simple line. 
2.1.2 Early Stage of Television 
RCA, the company that dominated the radio business in the United States with its two NBC 
networks, invested $50 million in the development of electronic television. To direct the effort, 
the company's president, David Samoff, hired the Russian-bom scientist Vladimir Kosma 
Zworykin. In 1939, RCA televised the opening of the New York World's Fair, including a 
speech by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who was the first president to appear on 
television. Later that year RCA paid for a license to use Famsworth's television patents. RCA 
began selling television sets with 5 by 12 in (12.7 by 25.4 cm) picture tubes. The company also 
began broadcasting regular programs, including scenes captured by a mobile unit and, on May 
17, 1939, the first televised baseball game between Princeton and Columbia universities. 
Early television was quite primitive. All the action at that first televised baseball game had to be 
captured by a single camera, and the limitations of early cameras forced actors in dramas to work 
under impossibly hot lights, wearing black lipstick and green makeup (the cameras had trouble 
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with the color white). The early newscasts on CBS were "chalk talks," with a newsman moving a 
pointer across a map of Europe, then consumed by war. The poor quality of the picture made it 
difficult to make out the newsman, let alone the map. World War II slowed the development of 
television, as companies like RCA turned their attention to military production. Television's 
progress was further slowed by a struggle over wavelength allocations with the new FM radio 
and a battle over government regulation. 
2.1.3 The Arrival of Commercial Television 
By 1949 Americans who lived within range of the growing number of television stations could 
watch a variety of programmes including two 15-minute newscasts of NCBS TV News (1948) 
with Douglas Edwards and NBC's Camel News Caravan (1948) with John Cameron Swayze. 
Many early programs such as Amos 'n' Andy (1951) or The Jack Benny Show (1950D65) were 
borrowed from early television's older, more established Big Brother: network radio. Most of the 
formats of the new programs newscasts, situation comedies, variety shows, and dramas were 
borrowed from radio. NBC and CBS took the funds needed to establish this new medium from 
their radio profits. However, television networks soon would be making substantial profits of 
their own, and network radio would all but disappear, except as a carrier of hourly newscasts. 
Ideas on what to do with the element television added to radio, the visuals, sometimes seemed in 
short supply. On news programs, in particular, the temptation was to fill the screen with "talking 
heads," newscasters simply reading the news, as they might have for radio. For shots of news 
events, the networks relied initially on the newsreel companies, whose work had been shown 
previously in movie studios. The number of television sets in use rose from 6,000 in 1946 to 
some 12 million by 1951. No new invention entered American homes faster than black and white 
television sets. 
2.1.4 The Golden Age of Television 
Between 1953 and 1955, television programming began to take some steps away from radio 
formats. NBC television president Sylvester Weaver devised the "spectacular," a notable 
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example of which was Peter Pan (1955), starring Mary Martin, which attracted 60 million 
viewers. Weaver also developed the magazine-format programs, which made its debut in 1952 
with Dave Garroway as host (until 1961), and The Tonight Show, which began in 1953 hosted 
by Steve Allen (until 1957). The third network, ABC, turned its first profit with youth-oriented 
shows such as Disneyland, which debuted in 1954. 
The programming that dominated the two major networks in the mid-1950s borrowed heavily 
from another medium: theater. NBC and CBS presented such noteworthy, and critically 
acclaimed, dramatic anthologies as Kraft Television Theater (1947), Studio One (1948), 
Playhouse 90 (1956), and The U.S. Steel Hour (1953). Memorable television dramas of the era 
most of them broadcast live included Paddy Chayefsky's Marty (1955), stairing Rod Steiger 
(Ernest Borgnine starred in the film), and Reginald Rose's Twelve Angry Men (1954). By the 
1955D56 television season, 14 of these live-drama anthology series were being broadcast. This is 
often looked back on as the "Golden Age" of television. However, by 1960 only one of these 
series was still on the air. Viewers apparently preferred dramas or comedies that, while perhaps 
less literary, at least had the virtue of sustaining a familiar set of characters week after week. 1 
Love Lucy, the hugely successful situation comedy starring Lucille Ball and Desi Amaz, had 
been recorded on film since it debuted in 1951 (lasting until 1957). It had many imitators. The 
Honeymooners, starring Jackie Gleason, was first broadcast, also via film, in 1955 (lasting until 
1956 with the original cast). The first videotape recorder was invented by Ampex in 1956 (see 
video; video recording; video technology). Another format introduced in the mid-1950s was the 
big-money quiz show. The $64,000 Question (1955D58) and Twenty-One (1956D58) quickly 
shot to the top of the ratings. In 1959, however, the creator of The $64,000 Question, Louis C. 
Cowan, by that time president of CBS television, was forced to resign from the network amid 
revelations of widespread fixing of game shows (see Van Doren, Charles). 
2.1.5 Dominance of the Networks 
In 1964 color broadcasdng began on prime-time television. The FCC initially approved a CBS 
color system, then swung in RCA's favor after Samoff swamped the marketplace with black-and-
white sets compatible with RCA color (the CBS color system was not compatible with black-
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and-white sets and would have required the purchase of new sets). During the 1960s and 1970s a 
country increasingly fascinated with television was limited to watching almost exclusively what 
appeared on the three major networks: CBS, NBC, and ABC. These networks purchased time to 
broadcast their programs from about 200 affiliates each station in each of the major cities or 
metropolitan areas of the United States. In the larger cities, there might also be a few 
independent stations (mostly playing reruns of old network shows) and perhaps a fledgling 
public broadcasting channel. Programming on each of the three networks was designed to grab a 
mass audience. Network shows therefore catered, as critics put it, to the lowest common 
denominator. James Aubrey, president of CBS television, doubled the network's profits between 
1960 and 1966 by broadcasting simple comedies like The Beverly Hillbillies (1962D71). In 
1961, Newton Minow, then chairman of the FCC, called television a "vast wasteland." 
Programming became a little more adventurous with the arrival of more realistic situation 
comedies, beginning with CBS's All in the Family in 1971 (broadcast until 1979). Along with 
situation comedies usually a half-hour focused on either a family and their neighbors or a group 
of co-workers the other main staple of network prime-time programming has been the one-hour 
drama, featuring the adventures of police, detectives, doctors, lawyers, or, in the early decades of 
television, cowboys. Daytime television programming consisted primarily of soap operas and 
quiz shows until the 1980s, when talk shows discussing subjects that were formerly taboo, such 
as sexuality, became popular. 
The three major networks have always been in a continual race for ratings and advertising 
dollars. CBS and NBC dominated through the mid-1970s, when ABC, traditionally regarded as a 
poor third, rose to the top of the ratings, largely because of shrewd scheduling. The completion 
between the three major networks provided the colossal stimulus for the growth of television in 
America. 
2.1.6 Public Broadcasting 
A Carnegie Commission report in 1967 recommended the creation of a fourth, noncommercial, 
public television network built around the educational nonprofit stations already in operation 
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throughout the United States. Congress created the Pubhc Broadcasting System that year. PBS 
comprises more than 300 stations, more than any commercial network and many of which 
produce programs that are shown throughout the network, are spread across the country. Some of 
the most praised programs on PBS, such as the dramatic series Upstairs, Downstairs (1971), have 
been imports from Britain, which has long had a reputation for producing high-quality television. 
Perhaps the most influential of PBS's original contributions to American television were the 
educational program for preschoolers, Sesame Street, which first appeared in 1969. Among the 
many special series produced for public broadcasting, the Civil War (1990), a five-part historical 
documentary, was particularly successful and won some of the largest audiences ever achieved 
by public TV. 
2.1.7 The Rise of Cable 
The force that would challenge the dominance of the three major television networks and offer 
Americans the choice of dozens and potentially hundreds of television channels cable TV began 
quietly in a few geographically isolated towns. Large anteimas erected in high places gave 
everyone connected the chance to receive all the channels available in the nearest city. By 1960 
the United States had about 640 such CATV (community antenna television) systems. It soon 
became apparent, however, that the "television deprived" were not the only viewers who might 
want access to additional channels and additional programming. In New York City, cable 
operators contracted to broadcast the home games of the local basketball and hockey teams. By 
1971 cable had more than 80,000 subscribers in New York. Then networks specifically designed 
to be distributed by the cable system began to appear: Time Inc.'s Home Box Office (HBO) in 
1975; Ted Turner's "superstation," soon renamed WTBS, in 1976; C-SPAN (live broadcasts of 
the House of Representatives), ESPN (sports), and Nickelodeon (children's programming), all in 
1979. Turner followed with the Cable News Network (CNN) the next year. 
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2.2 Growth of television across the globe 
Television's development followed different patterns in other countries. Often government, not 
private corporations, owned some, most, or all of the major networks. In Great Britain the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, the country's dominant radio broadcaster, established and retained 
dominance over television. The BBC, funded by a tax on the sale of television sets, established a 
worldwide reputation for producing quality programming. The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, also freed by govermnent support from many commercial pressures, was praised by 
some observers for the seriousness of much of its news and public-affairs programming. France's 
major television networks were also supported by the government; however, in France that 
support was seen as encouraging a tilt in news coverage toward the side of whatever party 
happened to be in power. By the late 1980s and 1990s, as cable and direct-satellite television 
systems increased the number of channels, the hold of these government-funded networks began 
to weaken. Most countries around the world began moving more toward the U.S. model of 
privately owned, advertiser-supported television networks. 
2.3 Television Technology Innovations 
In the 1980s, home videocassette recorders became widely available. Viewers gained the ability 
to record and replay programs and, more significantly, to rent and watch movies at times of their 
own choosing in their own homes. Video games also became popular during this decade, 
particularly with the young, and the television, formally just the site of passive entertainment, 
became an intricate, moving, computerized game board. The number of cable networks grew 
throughout the 1980s and then exploded in the 1990s as improved cable technology and direct-
broadcast satellite television multiplied the channels available to viewers. The number of 
broadcast networks increased also, with the success of the Fox network and then the arrival of 
the UPN and WB networks. The share the broadcast networks attracted continued to erode, from 
well over 90 percent in the early 1980s to imder 50 percent by 1997. Although the population of 
the United States has continued to grow, the Nielson Media Research company estimated that 
fewer people watched the highly publicized final episode of Seinfeld in 1998 (first aired in 1990; 
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see Seinfeld, Jerry) than watched the final episode of MASH in 1983 (first aired in 1972). The 
trial of former football star O. J. Simpson in 1994 for the murder of his wife (he was acquitted) 
further demonstrated the hold that cable networks had on American audiences. Some stations 
carried almost every minute of the lengthy trial live and then filled the evening with talk shows 
dissecting that day's developments. The effects of television on children, particularly through its 
emphasis on violence and sex has long been an issue for social scientists, parents, and politicians. 
In the late 1980s and 1990s, with increased competition brought on by the proliferation of cable 
networks, talk shows and "tabloid" news shows seemed to broaden further frank or sensational 
on-air discussion of sex. 
In response to government pressure, the television industry decided to display ratings of its 
programs in 1996. The ratings were designed to indicate the age groups for which the programs 
might be suitable: TV-G (for general audiences), TV-PG (parental guidance suggested), TV-14 
(unsuitable for children under 14), and TV-MA (for mature audiences only). In response to 
additional complaints, all the networks except NBC agreed the next year to add V (for violence), 
S (for sex), L (for course language) and D (for suggestive dialogue) to those ratings. Also, the 
"V-chip" imbedded in new television sets, in accordance with a provision of a 
telecommunications bill passed in 1996, gave parents the power to automatically prevent their 
children from watching television programs with inappropriate ratings. Critics of the ratings saw 
them as a step toward censorship and questioned whether a TV-14 rating would make a program 
seem more, not less, attractive to an inquisitive child. In 1997 the federal government gave each 
U.S. television broadcaster an additional channel on which to introduce high definition 
television, or HDTV. Initial transmissions of this high-resolution form of television, in which 
images appear much sharper and clearer, began in 1998. Standard television sets cannot pick up 
HDTV and will presumably have to be replaced or modified by 2006, when traditional, low-
definition television broadcasts are scheduled to end and broadcasters are scheduled to return 
their original, non-HDTV channel to the government. The HDTV format approved in the United 
States calls for television signals to be transmitted digitally, thus allowing further convergence 
between computers, the Internet, and television. 
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In 1998 it was already possible to view video on the World Wide Web and to see and search 
television broadcasts on a computer. As computers become more powerful, they should be able 
to handle video as easily as they now handle text. The television schedule may eventually be 
replaced by a system in which viewers are able to watch digitally stored and distributed 
programs or segments of programs whenever they want. Such technological changes, including 
the spread of new cable networks, have been arriving slower in most other countries than in the 
United States. Indeed, according to one survey, it was only in the 1990s that the spread of 
television transmitters, television sets, and electricity made it possible for half of the individuals 
in the world to watch television. 
Television today has become an integral part of almost every household. Earlier considered to be 
a luxury, television in present times has become a necessity. Television or TV has emerged to be 
an important source of knowledge and entertainment. Thanks to the inventors of television who 
made this possible. In present times the sale of television sets has reached exorbitant heights. The 
actual momentum to the sale of television emerged only after the World War II when people 
started utilizing their pent up saving to purchase TVs that ranked at the top of their shopping list. 
The modem day televisions are absolutely different in their quality, style and presentation as 
compared to the earlier days. Today television has emerged in various types and fonns. From 
tube to plasma, from analog to digitals such as HDTV, OLED, Laser TV and numerous other 
varieties of televisions having different screen sizes are manufactured in a manner that are full of 
modem technologies in order to cater to the requirement of its viewers. In recent years, 
interactive television system has gained strong grounds. As the name suggests this system allow 
its viewers to interact with television content. Viewers can, with remote control switch on or off 
the TV, they can change channels, control the volume etc. This category of interactive television 
also includes VCR, video on demand, DVRs and many more aspects. 
The television market has become highly competitive and several manufacturers such as 
Samsung, Sony, Phillips, Hitachi and many more are trying to attract more and more customers 
through their style and quality of television sets. In order to attract customers, manufacturers 
have come up with TVs having inbuilt facilities such as radio, video, videogames etc. A new 
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addition to this list is the web television, which is a specially designed television with Internet 
connection. This type of television is becoming quite popular amongst many buyers. 
The invention of television has in turn led to the growth of several television channels that 
broadcasts a variety of programmes, which includes news, cartoons, movies, serials as well as 
advertisements. The word television means, far sightB, and in true sense of the term, this 
medium has enabled people to not only view prograntmies of their own country but also of 
various countries round the world. In fact the invention of this telecommunication system has 
actually proved to be a boon, as it has not only provided employment for those associated with 
its manufacturing and broadcasting aspects but also has become an important source of 
connecting people and places. 
2.4 Origins of Television News 
In the traditional view, the origin of television news is traced to the 1950s when Edward R. 
Murrow and other radio journalists returned from their triumphant work during the war to cast 
their imprimatur upon the nascent medium. Millions of Americans, who had finally taken the 
plunge and purchased sets, had ringside seats for the birth of television journalism. But as Mike 
Conway points out, these viewers were in reality nearly a decade late to the real birth of 
television news. Indeed, hardly anyone actually got to see the CBS experiments during the 1 
940s in which the groundwork for television news reporting was laid. 
In The Origins of Television News in America: The Visualizers of CBS in the 1940s, Conway, a 
former television journalist and currently an assistant professor of journalism at Indiana 
University, chronicles the work of a small group of CBS employees, who from 1941 to 1948 
"experimented, argued, tested, and eventually settled on a format to exploit the strengths of the 
small screen as a communications tool." This group, which worked quietly in a makeshift studio 
above Grand Central Terminal in New York City, viewed television as "an empty canvas" onto 
which they could paint an entirely new way to deliver news. They were something of an empty 
canvas as well - a media critic, a Broadway producer, a documentary filmmaker, artists, and 
others - who were largely unconstrained by the assumptions of print and radio journalism. They 
also were able to operate with what Conway calls "remarkable lack of oversight, especially on 
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the editorial side." Indeed, most of the higher-ups at CBS seemed not to care what was 
happening above Grand Central Terminal, and the network's radio journalists viewed television 
with disdain. 
Thus, the visualizers were able to push the envelope as it were, experimenting and inventing new 
ways of reporting the news. The events of World War II provided ample opportunity for methods 
of storytelling that were impossible in print or on the radio. One recuning technique used still 
photographs mounted on easels and shot by the television cameras; as the anchor read the script, 
the image would dissolve to a map, providing geographic context. In the aftennath of the Pearl 
Harbor attack of December 7, 1941, the staff poured kidney beans onto the studio floor to 
illustrate FDR's request for 50,000 war airplanes a year. On other occasions, sophisticated 
cardboard animations were built and operated by a system of levers out of camera view. Perhaps 
the most impressive visuals came from a device with a mirror and translucent paper that allowed 
crew members - wearing black gloves so that their hands were not visible - to create animations 
live on camera. Variety magazine complemented the CBS crew for "treating [television] as an art 
exploiting a science." 
Despite the lack of recordings of the early CBS newscasts, Conway does an excellent job of re-
creating the product through archival research and interviews with surviving members of the 
CBS team. He traces the development of the CBS operation from its beginnings in 1941 to the 
1948 political conventions, by which time radio journalists had begun to see the value of 
television. In fact, by election night in the latter year, CBS's radio operation had essentially taken 
over the television newscasts. "[Our] wings were clipped," wrote Henry Cassirer, who had been 
among the most important members of the television crew, "we were now part of the radio 
operation, following in its wake." The exclamation point for the end of the visualizers' era came 
later that evening when Cassirer was unceremoniously fired. Television news had arrived, and 
sponsors, network suits, viewers, and iconic anchors would soon follow the radio journalists onto 
the suddenly desirable medium. 
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2.5 Growth of Television in India 
The journey of television in India started as part of an experiment conducted with financial 
grant from UNESCO on 15th September 1959. The makeshift studio at Akashvani Bhavan in 
New Delhi was chosen as location of the experiment The experiment started with one-hour 
program, broadcast twice a week, on community health, citizen rights, education and traffic 
sense etc. As far as news is concerned, it was launched six years after the inception of 
television broadcasting i.e. in 1965. Daily one-hour program with a news bulletin was 
served to the Indian viewers. But one major drawback of television was that one could not 
enjoy the original colour of the objects because of black and white transmission. For the fust 
17 years, it spread haltingly and transmission was mainly in black & white. The thinkers and 
policy makers of the country, which had just been liberated from centuries of colonial mle, 
frowned upon television, looking on at it as a luxury Indians could do without. The television 
service was extended to Bombay (now Mumbai) and Amritsar in 1972. By 1975, only seven 
Indian cities had a television service and Doordarshan remained the sole provider of television in 
India. A land mark event in the journey of television in India was the SITE experiment 
conducted in 1975-76, which established the developmental role of television rather than merely 
an instrument of entertainment. 
National television telecasts were introduced in 1982 and television shifted to colour mode of 
transmission in the same year. First multi-color programme being the Prime Minister's 
address to the nation from Red Fort in Delhi on India's 35th Independence Day. The aim of 
launching the National channel is nurturing national integration, and inculcating a sense of 
pride in Indians. Indian viewers also enjoyed the colored version of the Asian Games hosted 
by New Delhi in their drawing room. As a follow up to the joshi working groups 
recommendations of software for doordarshan, the government of India adopted a 
comprehensive development plan for doordarshan, the outcome was that doordarshan 
could install a transmitter everyday as it reached 25* year of its existence. 
Television soap operas introduced on doordarshan in 1984 heralded a new era in the life of 
the medium and the viewers of the medium in India. The Ramayana and Mahabharata (both 
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being Hindu mythological stories based on religious scriptures of the same names) were the first 
major television series which notched up the world record in viewership numbers for a single 
program and provided a colossal stimulus in the sale of television sets in the country. By the late 
1980s more and more people started to own television sets. The coverage of major events and 
different occasions lend a big hand behind the infiltration of television signals to the nook 
and corners of the subcontinent. In 1983 television signals were available to just 28% of 
the population, this had doubled by the end of 1985 and by 1990 over 90% of the 
population had access to television signals. In 1984, DD Metro channel was added to 
provide an exclusive entertainment for the urban viewers. In the beginning, this channel 
was confined to metropolitan cities. 
As a public broadcaster, Doordarshan presented the news in naturalized manner. All 
controversial issues were pushed under the carpet. The ruling government had a strong 
hold on the television broadcasting. Doordarshan news bulletins were unable to provide 
the international news to the national viewers. Objectivity had been the first casualty as 
news was invariably slanted to suit the party in power. 
The news was liberated from the confines of the DD newsroom and gained in objectivity 
and credibility when New Delhi Television (NDTV) produced 'The World This Week' in 
1988. Everyone was waiting for the Friday night to watch 'The World This Week'. This was 
the only India-based programme, which looked out at the rest of the world. The World This 
Week was the best current affairs programme on the international scenario and carried 
good stuff of news, which the regular DD news was failed to carry out. This program is 
ranked as one of the country's finest and most popular television shows. In 1989, NDTV 
produced India's first live televised coverage of the country's general elections. The critical 
and commercial success of the coverage set a new standard for Indian television. After the 
Gulf War the media panorama has changed forever. 
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2.5.1 The Entry of Cable/Satellite Television in India 
The cable TV industry exploded in the early 1990s when the broadcast industry was 
liberalized, and saw the entry of many foreign players like Rupert Murdoch's Star TV 
Network in 1991, MTV, and others. International satellite television was introduced in 
India by CNN through its coverage of the Gulf War in 1991. In August 1991, Richard Li 
launched Star Plus; the first satellite channel beamed the signal to Indian subcontinent. 
Subhash Chandra's Zee TV appeared in October 1992. It is India's first privately owned 
Hindi channel to cater the interest of Indian viewers. This ignition followed by Sony and a 
little later by domestic channels such as Eenadu, Asianet and Sun TV. Entertainment 
programs had begun to occupy center stage in the organization's programming strategies 
and advertising had come to be main source of funding. Doordarshan's earlier mandate to 
aid in the process of social and economic development had clearly been diluted. 
Doordarshan had faced a stiff competition in news and public affairs programming with 
international channels like BBC and CNN. Doordarshan planned to sell some slots for news 
programme under sponsored category. In February 1995, NDTV became the country's first 
private producer of the national news 'News Tonight', which was aired on the country's 
government-owned Doordarshan set a new landmark for Indian television because of its 
on-the-spot reporting with pertinent visuals. In the same year, TV Today Network occupied 
a 20 minutes slot in DD Metro channel and aired a Hindi and current affairs programme 
'Aaj Tak'. This programme became popular for its comprehensive coverage and unique 
style presentation by Late S. P. Singh. Still we remember the sign-up message "Ye Thi 
KhabarAaj Tak, Intizar Kijiye Kal Tak'. 
Large number of viewers across India had been watching Aaj Tak as a daily habit because 
of its innovative style of news presentation. Besides that Nalini Singh's five-minute fast 
paced, condensed daily news capsule Ankhon Dekhi, TV Today Network's Business Aaj Tak 
and Newstrack was aired on the Metro channel of Doordarshan. This is the period when 
satellite channels concentrated on entertainment programmes for their respective 
channels. Doordarshan was still the most wanted area 'news'. 
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2.5.2 Television Channel Revolution: the emergence of 
major players 
Doordarshan's monopoly was broken in 1992, when private television channels infiltrated 
into the Indian boundaries and entertained the viewers as much as possible. In the 
beginning of 1990s, the private channels offered only entertainment programmes. The 
entertainment programs include family drama, comedy serials, children programmes, 
cartoons, movies, talk shows, recipe shows, musical concerts, non-fiction programmes etc. 
Private entertainment channels added some infortainment programmes to their Fixed 
Point Charts [FPC). Keeping the demand of infotainment programmes in mind, the media 
houses started to produce news magazines, entertainment magazines and news 
programmes for different channels. India's premier business and consumer news 
broadcaster and a leading media content provider, Television Eighteen India Limited 
(TV18) started India's first ever entertainment magazine 'The India Show' on Star Plus in 
1993. 
This emerging media powerhouse provided prime time television content to almost all 
leading satellite channels in India including BBC, Star Plus, Sony Entertainment Television, 
Zee, MTV and Discovery. After The India Show, TV18 produced a weekly business news 
program India Business Report for BBC World. Indian viewers had very limited options 
(like public service broadcaster Doordarshan, BBC and CNN) for watching the television 
news. For televised news, the viewers had to watch Dordarshan and some international 
news channels like BBC or CNN. 
In this race to provide more news, more information. Zee Television jumped into the 
battlefield by launching the news channel Zee News in 1995. This News and current affairs 
channel revolutionized the way news was delivered to the viewers. Since its inception Zee 
News has endeavoured to be the fastest to provide news, working towards a single goal of 
Sabse Pahle (Always First). The other round-the-clock news channel, the Murdoch-owned 
Star TV beamed its exclusively 24-hour news channels, Star News in 1998. Star made a 
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contract of five year with Prannoy Roy-owned NDTV (New Delhi Television Company) to 
provide news content for this news channel. 
The untiring exhaustive coverage of the Kargil war between India and Pakistan gained 
more publicity and attracted more viewers towards the electronic channel. This televised 
conflict also sets a new benchmark for wartime journalism. During the Kargil war, common 
citizens witnessed how their brave Jawans fought despite in hostile conditions and 
watched the war front live by the exclusively news channels, Star-TV and Zee-News. The 
live coverage of the battlefield helped to create a euphoria of patriotism among the Indian 
masses, which later facilitated into collecting huge funds for the welfare of the families of 
Kargil martyrs. Every news programme draws the attention of large number of viewers but 
Kargil war attracts private broadcasters to invest more money in the broadcasting business 
by launching a news channel. In November 1999, TV18 entered into a 49:51 joint venture 
with CNBC Asia to launch CNBC India. TV18 is the sole program provider to CNBC India, 
and produces 12 hours of local content per day on this 24-hour satellite channel. 
After the huge success of news programme 'Aaj Tak', TV Today group launched a 24-hour 
Hindi news channel with the same name 'Aaj Tak', in December 2000, which covers India 
with insight, courage and plenty of local flavor. Within 11 months of its launch, Aaj Tak 
emerged as India's number one news channel and was awarded Best News Channel award 
from Indian Television Academy Awards. Some mega events apart from regular interesting 
items (such as Kandhahar hijack, September 11 attacks, Afghanistan war, and attack on 
Parliament, Iraq war, Godhra carnage and riots) have driven up the viewership. 
As time passed, NDTV's five years contract with Star group for outsourcing of news and 
related programming expired on March 2003. With the expiry NDTV forayed into 
broadcasting business by simultaneously launching two 24-hour news channels; NDTV 
24X7 - English news channel and NDTV India - Hindi news channel, which targets the 
Indian diaspora across the world. News crazy Indians received more news at faster speed 
from different channels. 
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The world's largest family 'Sahara India Parivar' launched a 24-hour national Hindi news 
channel, Sahara Samay, in March 28, 2003. It is the first ever city-centric satellite news 
channels covering 31 cities in India with their own city news bulletins. Keeping the demand 
of news in mind, the Union cabinet approved the proposal to convert the DD Metro to DD 
news in a meeting held on 3 October 2003. Consequent to these decisions, DD-News 
channel was launched on 3 November 2003. You might have noticed that the news 
channels are language specific. But DD's news channel contains the round the clock news 
bulletins in Hindi/ English are also telecast twice a day on the National Network of DD 
National. 
'Aap Ki Adalat' fame Rajat Sharma, Sohaib llyasi, the man behind the highly successful 
'India's Most Wanted' and Tarun Tejpal, editor-in-chief of Tehelka roped together and 
launched free-to-air Hindi news and current affairs channel India TV on May 20, 2004. 
Indian viewers had more expectations from this channel. The much-awaited news channel 
hopes to set itself apart from the existing ones by setting new benchmarks of responsible 
journalism. Speaking on the occasion of the launch, Rajat Sharma, chairman, India TV, said, 
"We aim to change the way broadcast news reporting is being conducted in the country. 
India TV will set new benchmarks by maintaining international standards of responsible 
and credible news reporting. We will stay away from graphic depictions of violence and 
sensationalism of news. We will uphold the viewer's right to correct information and their 
•'U to truth and verity. India TV is not just a news channel, it is a movement." NDTV as a 
pioneer in Indian television news, set to create a fresh revolution in high-quality business 
news with the launch of NDTV Profit. NDTV launched this 24-hour business channel on 
January 17th, 2005. 
There is no saturation point in launching of news channel, just booming like sky as the 
limit. Entertainment channel to infotainment channel, infotainment channel to news 
channel, news channels to business channel and Business channel to lots more. Now the 
satellite channels have become more topicality with international standard. When we are 
talking about topicality, CNBC TV18, the only business channel, continues to be the medium 
of choice for India's decision makers, affluent audiences across the country since 1999. It 
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has set the pace for the growth in number of television channels by launching a 24-hour 
consumer channel in Hindi called ' Awaaz'. This news channel focusses on empowering 
consumers on decision-making related to investment, saving and spending. 
All the programmes are catering to consumers across different walks of life, which include 
personal finance; variety of markets including commodity, stocks, savings etc.; small 
businesses; education & career guidance; and verticals like health, shopping etc. 
Another news channel was launched into the already cluttered news space in Indian 
television. Jagran TV Pvt Limited's news channel, Channel 7 up-linked to the air on 27 
March 2005. The channel has been set up to cater to the vast Hindi-speaking audiences, 
already being targeted by a slew of news channels. Channel 7 developed every programme 
with a bid to cater to all types of audiences and not just pre-dominantly male audiences 
who get attracted towards news channels. 
2.5.3 Growth of Regional Television Channels in India 
To cater the interest among the Indians, Doordarshan televises programmes in Hindi and 
associate Official languages. It has launched a number of Regional Language Satellite 
Channels (DD - 4 to DD - 11 and DD - 13) and telecast programmes in Assamese, Bengali, 
Gujarati, Malayalam, Marathi, Kannada, Telugu, Kashmiri, Oriya and Tamil. The Regional 
channels relayed by all terrestrial transmitters in the state and additional programmes in 
the Regional Language in prime time and non-prime time available only through cable 
operators. The Doordarshan regional satellite channels telecast major news programme 
with some entertainment programmes. 
If you think about the private regional channels, they have followed the path of the Big 
brother (i.e Doordarshan). They are neither completely entertainment channel nor 
exclusively news channel. They are following the middle path and claiming themselves as 
infotainment channels. The private channels televise through the state dominant 
languages. Rising advertising revenues and increasing numbers of viewers have provided 
the impetus for many big players to enter into the business. Some regional media leaders 
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like ETV, Sun TV, Asianet have a strong grip over the regional market. Some major players 
tried their luck in different states. Zee television has three regional channels; Zee Marathi, 
Zee Punjabi and Zee Bangla. Star Network entered into Tamilnadu by launching Star Vijay, 
one of the most popular entertainment channels in India broadcasting in Tamil. 
Besides that ETV Network is a part of the well-established Ramoji Group, has created 12 
dedicated infotainment regional channels. ETV network is the source of rich entertainment 
of eight different languages. Those are: Telugu, Bangla, Marathi, Kannada, Oriya, Gujarati, 
Urdu; and Hindi to viewers in Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh. Every 
ETV Network channel focuses exclusively on its audience's unique cultural identity, its 
aspirations and its distinct socio-political character. Let us think about the south Indian 
language Telugu, there are around twelve satellite channels are roaming around the sky 
with different taste and different flavour. These channels include three news channels; one 
song-based channel and rest are infotainment channels. Three channels ETV2, TV 9 and 
Teja News are exclusively devoted to news programmes. 
Sahara India Pariwar has five news channels as the bouquet of Sahara Samay. These 
channels are: Sahara Samay NCR, Sahara Samay Mumbai, Sahara Samay Bihar & jharkhand, 
Sahara Samay Madhya Pradesh & Chattisgarh, and Sahara Samay Uttar Pradesh & 
Uttranchal. Sahara Samay has already managed to gain a loyal audience in India through a 
bouquet of National & Regional News Channels since its launch. These channels are 
youthful and vibrant channels targeting students and women, besides that hardcore news 
stuff The regional news channels covers the entire spectrum of genre with specific 
programs on lifestyle, fashion, food, shopping, health and fitness, sports, education, career 
and city issues, besides giving user-friendly information on traffic updates, city events, 
train and air timings, etc. Now national news channels cannot confine themselves to 
national boundary. They cannot ignore the regional news because of the stiff competition 
from the regional cannels. Regional news channels are entering into the competition with a 
strong will power and also with an aim to portrait regional issues at national and 
international level. 
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2.5.4 Present Status and Future Role of Television in India 
Starting with 41 sets in 1962 and one channel, by 1991 TV in India covered more than 70 
million homes giving a viewing population of more than 400 million individuals. As of 
2010, over 500 satellite television channels are broadcast in India, including the channels 
from the state-owned Doordarshan, News Corporation owned STAR TV, Sony owned Sony 
Entertainment Television, Sun Network and Zee TV. Being started Dish TV in India, Direct 
To Home service is provided by Airtel Digital TV, Reliance BIG TV, DD Direct Plus, Dish TV, 
Sun Direct DTH, Tata Sky and Videocon. 
The 6 major DTH service providers in India have a total of over 20 million subscriber 
households in 2010. As of 2010, India has the most competitive Direct-broadcast satellite 
market with 7 operators vying for more than 110 million TV homes. India is set to overtake 
the USA as the world's largest Direct-broadcast satellite market by 2012. The rapid growth 
of DTH in India has propelled an exodus from cabled homes. 
IPTV launched only in some cities around 2006-2007 by MTNL/BSNL later Expands to 
many urban areas and still expanding. Private Broadband provider Bharti Airtel also starts 
its IPTV service in Delhi, NCR region. IPTV and Online Video Services in India are expected 
to expand. Screen Digest estimates broadband penetration of TV households to increase 
from 4.2 percent in 2009 to 13.4 percent in 2013. 
As per the TAM Annual Universe Update - 2010, India now has over 134 million households 
(out of 223 million) with television sets, of which over 103 million have access to Cable TV 
or Satellite TV, including 20 million households are DTH subscribers. In Urban India, 85% 
of all households have a TV and over 70% of all households have access to Satellite, Cable 
or DTH services. TV owning households have been growing at between 8-10%, while 
growth in Satellite/Cable homes exceeded 15% and DTH subscribers grew 28% over 2009. 
(However, some analysts place the number of households with television access at closer to 
180 million since roughly a third of all rural families may watch television at a neighboring 
relatives home, and argue that Cable TV households are probably closer to 120 million 
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owing to a certain percentage of informal/unregistered Cable Networks that aren't counted 
by mainstream surveys). It is also estimated that India now has over 500 TV channels 
covering all the main languages spoken in the nation. 
Television in India is undergoing significant changes in terms of reach, programming , and 
contents, and formats in the current liberalized environment. Any unusual happening can 
be caught by the television camera anywhere from Rastrapati Bhawan to bedroom. The 
power of TV journalism was become more visible by the major sting operations like 
Operation West End and Shakti Kapoor Case. This style of investigative journalism has 
brought about a change in the way we look at news, amidst new notions of editorial 
freedom. 
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Chapter 3 
Profiles of the Selected Television News Channels 
3.0 Profiling Indian Television Industry 
The dominant perception on media performance is based on the assumption that the owners of the 
media influence the content and form of media content through their decisions to employ certain 
personnel, by funding special projects, and by providing a media platfomi for ideological interest 
groups. In free market economy the media generally endorses the basic tenets of the capitalist 
system - private enterprise, profit, the free market and the rights of property ownership. There are 
strong incentives for the displacement of the public sphere with commercial infotainment, reality 
shows and trivialised news programmes. The recent changes in the ownership of the media has 
also influenced their structure and functioning eventually impacting their public service 
commitments- often commercial interest overpowers their infonnational and educational roles. 
Media's diluting public service commitments in pursuit of business success impacts their contents 
and format of delivery. As the media market keeps on changing and so also the news presentation 
formats eventually leading to new trends in news presentation. Therefore a proper understanding 
of the selected television channels in terms of their ownership, structure, management style, 
policy frameworks is very important for xmderstanding of the emerging trends in primetime news. 
In this chapter profile of selected channels has been discussed. 
3.1 NDTV India: A Brief Profile 
NDTV is India's largest private television production house. This news, current affairs and 
entertainment television has 23 offices and studios located across India. The company 
forged an agreement with Star TV and launched India's first 24/7 news channel in 1998. 
Later, it launched its own channels - NDTV 24x7 (English News) and NDTV India [Hindi 
News) followed by NDTV Profit [Business News), NDTV Good Times [Lifestyle) and NDTV 
Imagine. NDTV Arabia and NDTV Metro Nation are the recent additions to NDTV's 
business operations. 
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New Delhi Television Limited (NDTV), founded in 1988, is India's first and largest private 
producer of news, current affairs and entertainment television. NDTV is home to the 
country's best and brightest reporters, anchors and producers; 23 offices and studios 
across the country host India's most modern and sophisticated production and 
newsgathering facilities. Dr. Prannoy Roy is the Chairman & Whole time Director of the 
group. Mr. N R Narayana Murthy is designated as the Independent Non-Executive 
Director. Where as Mr. Vijaya Bhaskar Menon is Independent Non-Executive Director. 
Radhika Roy is the Managing Director and KVL Narayan Rao is Whole Time Director. 
At home, NDTV 24X7, the flagship English news channel is the market leader with an 
unrivalled reputation for excellence. NDTV India, the company's 24-hour Hindi news 
channel, is respected for its integrity and commitment to real journalism. NDTV Profit, a 
24-hour business channel, has established new standards for simple, clear and 
transparent reporting on the world of business. NDTV has launched its first channel 
outside India in partnership with Astro, a leading South East Asia media group. "Astro 
Awani", launched in Indonesia, is a 24 hour news, infotainment and lifestyle channel. 
From a pure-news focused player, NDTV is metamorphosing into a diversified global 
media player and intends to consistently break new ground. NDTV's roots can be traced a 
news and current affairs show 'The World This Week' for the Government-owned 
broadcaster Doordarshan in 1988. The show proved to be immensely popular, and NDTV 
established its image as a credible private news producer. It moved on to become the sole 
news content provider and producer for India's first 24-hour news channel. Star News. 
The company's biggest milestone was established in 2003, when it launched two 24-hour 
news channels— NDTV 24x7 in English and NDTV India in Hindi—followed by a 24-hour 
business news channel NDTV Profit in 2005, which became a leading business news 
channel in a short period of time 
In 2007, the company broke new ground, formulating a strategy to build a global 
business. NDTV Networks Pic, a subsidiary of NDTV was formed to seize opportunities in 
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areas 'beyond news'. The Company launched NDTV Imagine (for general entertainment), 
NDTV Good Times under NDTV Lifestyle Company (for lifestyle content), NDTV 
Convergence (triple play; to exploit the synergies between television, internet and 
mobile), NDTV Labs (to develop media software and technology for captive use), NGEN 
Media Services (outsourcing of media post-production services) as 50:50 joint venture 
with Genpact and Emerging Markets BV that has helped launch channels in Indonesia, 
Malaysia and the Middle East. 
NDTV India has a lot of competition in hand as it may stunt growth as it battles with STAR, Aaj 
tak, Zee News. This battle has the potential to affect television contents and profitability in the 
next couple of years. But slowly and steadily NDTV India did give Aaj tak a nan for its money. 
In the year 2004 NDTV India's reach was 58.8 per cent as compared to Aaj Tak's 62.1 per cent. 
However, surprisingly, when the reach of all Hindi news channels collectively took a dive in 
the period 21 March to 10 April, NDTV India's reach at 57 per cent overtook Aaj Tak by 0.11 
per cent in the Hindi speaking market. For NDTV India, the evening prime time seems to be 
the key as the channel garnered more than 20 per cent channel share of this slot within Hindi 
news genre. A well-diversified advertiser base has ensured that NDTV has been able to build a 
healthy revenue stream within a year of entering the business of broadcasting. Unlike other 
channels, NDTV India is quite popular in the night compared to low TVRs during the daytime. 
This 24-hour Hindi news channel stands strong as one of India's leading credible news 
channel - preferred by an audience which seeks quality programming and pure news, 
rather than sensational infotainment. NDTV India's credo is best captured in its tagline -
Khabar Wahi Jo Sach Dikhaye 
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3.1.1 Key Shows 
Khabardar 
A lively, insightful commentary on the day's events in politics, economy, society, cinema 
and sports, highlighted by the keen analysis and droll delivery of NDTV's veteran anchor, 
Vinod Dua. 
Muqabla 
A magnifying glass on the political and societal scenario of contemporary India, the show 
first analyses issues and then throws the floor open for a democratic and frank debate. 
Hum Log 
A panel of eminent personalities from various walks of life are thrown in to face an 
audience with burning questions and a strong desire for straight answers on vital issues 
facing the country. 
Ravivaar 
Two most distinguished faces in the news industry, Naghma Sahar and Sikta Deo, present 
this weekly exploration and discussion of news, views, entertainment and sports, with a 
renowned knack of digging out little noticed news nuggets. 
Salaam Zindagi 
Anchored by Naghma Sahar, the show salutes lives and spirit of people who tell tales of 
survival and thriving against all odds. 
News Point 
He is easily one of the best known faces of the Indian news television. A prolific anchor, 
reporter and political analyst. Abhigyan Prakash over the years has acquired a unique 
distinction of being a tough TV interviewer and a political commentator. 
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As the main face of NDTV India, he hosted the top rated shows of the channel, NEWSPOINT, 
a one hour news and analysis show on weekdays, where Abhigyan grills the key players of 
the day's top stories and MUKABLA, a weekend talk show which presents a fiery debate on 
the week's top issue in the reviews mindscape. 
Often dubbed by Prannoy Roy, NDTV's Chairman as "magical" and "charismatic" on air. 
Abhigyan's style of presentation is direct, honest and credible. Despite the changing world 
of the hindi news space, often accrued of sensation, Abhigyan has uncompromisingly stuck 
to the core values and ethics of journalism in the shows he hosts. An anchor, who by his 
looks and screen presence, redefines Hindi news television by bringing class to it. 
In a career spanning nearly one and a half decade. Abhigyan Prakash's core strength is his 
ability to host shows with top political readers, movie stars, sportsmen and businessmen 
with effortless ease. A fact, that was profiled by the society magazine, when Abhigyan 
praksh, was chosen as the top 50 young achievers in the country. Winner of several 
prestigious awards as an "Anchor" and for shows like "JAIJAWAN"," NEWSPOINT", "INDIA 
ROCKS", programming has been his key strategy. 
International Agenda 
Be it Indo Pak relations or Sting operation on Osama by US Army, not a single international 
news and issues could be left behind in this popular current affairs program on NDTV. The 
show has its identity by the star anchor Naghma Sahar. While some people believe that this 
may be one of the reasons for the popularity of the show, while a majority of audience 
appreciates the way the content of the show are delivered. 
As the name suggests. International Agenda is the prime time debate being telecast at 8: 
30pm on the week days is kept specially in the schedule of the NDTV bucket to cater to the 
taste of international news lovers. On the rest of the television channels international news 
shares almost the same time, as some news channel air overseas issues and news around 8 
pm while others telecast at 8:30. 
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Vinod Dua Live 
Vinod Dua Live is the most prestigious and popular show on NDTV hosted by the veteran 
Indian journaHst Vinod Dua, who himself is a brand name in the field of journalism. The 
other popular program to his credit includes Zaike India Ka', which is a travelogue cum 
cosine show. Vinod Dua is popular for his analytical approach towards news and current 
affairs issue, which can be easily identified in this show. The way he interviews people and 
critically analyses the hard core issues very softly, is the lust that attracts the audience. 
3.1.2 Key Personnel & Anchors 
Sameer Kapoor - CEO, NDTV India, Sameer is responsible for driving the business of the 
channel apart from looking at revenues, distribution, general management and exploring 
new initiatives. He brings with him a wealth of experience spanning the publishing and 
consumer durables industries, specializing in marketing and sales. Previously, Sameer 
was the President & Publisher of Metro Now, a daily newspaper launched by Times Group 
and HT Media and has also worked with Scholastic India Corporation as Managing 
Director for two years. 
Aunindyo Chakravarty - Managing Editor of NDTV India, Aunindyo started off as a 
political and business reporter in 1999 and has worked in every editorial department -
research, news desk & anchoring at NDTV. He also helped set up the network's business 
news channel NDTV Profit. 
Pankaj Pachauri - Managing Editor-Special Projects and Prime Time Anchor, Pankaj has 
two decades of print and broadcast journalism experience across three continents. He has 
worked with some of the finest broadcasting institutions in the world including the BBC, 
The Sunday Observer, India Today and The Berkley University's Department of 
Journalism. Some of his award winning work includes the reportage on the practice of 
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female infanticide in Rajasthan and The Legacy of an Empire' - on the 50th year of Indian 
Independence. 
Vinod Dua - Producer, Director, Anchor and Political Commentator since 1974, Vinod Dua 
has over 20 years of experience in election analysis and is actively involved in presenting 
special election related programs for NDTV. During the course of his remarkable career, 
he has bagged many awards, including being the first electronic media journalist to be 
conferred with the esteemed BD Goenka Award for Excellence in Journalism in 1995. He 
has also been honoured with the Padma Shri for Journalism in 2008. 
Sanjay Ahirwal - Executive Editor NDTV India, Sanjay began his career in broadcast 
journalism with Newstrack, as a reporter in 1992. He joined NDTV as a correspondent in 
January 1995 and since then has covered every big news event in India. Sanjay believes in 
going where the story takes him so whether it is Afghanistan to cover the US attack or 
Baghdad to cover the Iraq war; he has reported extensively from around the world. Apart 
from being an integral part of the political bureau at NDTV, conflict issues are Sanjay's 
area of expertise. 
Manish Kumar - Executive Editor NDTV India, Manish started his broadcast career with 
NDTV's Bihar bureau in 1995 as a Correspondent. Since then he has covered one of the 
most volatile decade in the state history which marked over 50 caste massacres and about 
a dozen scams including the fodder scam which ultimately led to the resignation of Laloo 
Yadav. He has extensively reported on Eastern India and is an expert on Nepal where he 
covered almost all the major happenings since IC 814 hijack. Manish strongly believes 
that no channel covers the news the way 'NDTV India' does. Besides vast coverage of the 
daily stock market action, it is well watched for its breaking news and incisive reporting 
on economic and corporate developments. 
Naghma Sahar - Associate Editor and Senior Anchor with NDTV India, Naghma has been 
working as a television journalist since 1999. Some of the big events that Naghma has 
extensively covered have been spending a fortnight in Tamil Nadu in the worst hit areas 
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of Tsunami, Mumbai serial train blasts, Kashmir elections 2002 amongst others. Through 
her show. Salaam Zindagi, a popular talk show that covers sensitive topics like 
transgender, drug abuse, etc. Naghma has managed to carve a niche for herself with a 
dedicated audience. 
Nidhi Kulpati - Associate Editor and a Senior Anchor Nidhi has been with NDTV India 
since its inception. She has anchored shows like 'Mukhyamantri Chale Gaon', Yuva Sansad' 
and currently hosts 'Dilli Durbar', a talk show dealing with issues of the capital. She 
started her career with 'Newstrack' and as a reporter has covered Babri demolition for 
International primetime network. Nidhi has trained with Sky TV London and has also 
been associated with DD, TVI, Zee News and BBC. News anchoring is a passion for her and 
she has keen interest in social issues. 
Sikta Deo - Associate Editor and Senior Anchor with NDTV India, she began her career in 
broadcast journalism with Aaj Tak and joined NDTV in 2003. Her in-depth work on 
cricket match-fixing got the national dailies to follow her reportage. Her in-studio 
discussions and live reporting on a range of topics like 9/11 terror attack, IC814 hijack, 
the Parliament and Akshardham terrorist attack, Abu Salem's extradition and the recent 
serial blasts in Ahmedabad have also been very well received. Sikta compelled the 
Maharashtra CM and local administration to take stock of the Vidharba farmers' suicides 
even before the Prime Minister's visit. 
3.2 IBN7: A Brief Profile 
CNN-IBN 
CNN-IBN is a partnership between Global Broadcast News (GBN), a Networkl8 Company, 
and Turner International (Turner] in India. The 24-hour, English-language news channel is 
spearheaded by renowned television journalist Rajdeep Sardesai as the Editor-in-Chief He 
is backed in the venture by the strong foundation of NetworklB's newsgathering 
experience and infrastructure in India and bolstered by CNN's eminent and extensive 
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global news network. IBNLive.com is the online arm of GBN with hard news as its core 
offering and interactivity as its key component. Along with a plethora of mobile- and 
multimedia-enabled content, IBN Live is a multi-platform offering that, for the first time, 
provides viewers an opportunity to contribute to the news process and interact with 
editors and reporters. Manned 24x7, IBNlive.com is powered not just by CNN-IBN 
journalists but also by NetworklS's team of over 1,000 news professionals. 
CNN-IBN will serve robust and high quality news from every corner of India and relevant 
global news from CNN, the world's news leader, on the same platform with, its declared 
aim to provide the discerning viewers with a complete commitment to the needs and 
aspirations of the Indian viewer, while CNN International will continue to deliver global 
news to Indian viewers. 
As elaborated by Mr Sardesai, the Editor-in-Chief, "The news channel is built on the age-old 
ethic that editorial sovereignty is inviolable - and this shall be a cornerstone of GBN's 
partnership with CNN. It will be a journalist-driven channel rooted in the realities of 
modern India. With nationwide news gathering capabilities, superior journalistic talent, 
and a passion for news, the new service will endeavour to get the news first and direct from 
the ground. In a fast-globalising India, access to CNN's global news network will add 
immense value for our audiences." "This service will complement CNN International's 
global news offering and marks another milestone in CNN's efforts to move closer to its 
audience though local partnerships. The coupling of CNN's global resources and GBN'S local 
expertise will take news broadcasting in India to a whole new level," said Chris Cramer, 
Managing Director, and CNN International. "The alliance is the first of its kind for CNN and 
Turner in the Asia Pacific. The service will leverage the combined international and local 
journalistic expertise of each partner to provide Indian news viewers unparalleled 
coverage of global and local events as they unfold, from an Indian perspective," said 
Anshuman Misra, Managing Director, Turner International India Pvt Ltd. 
Headquartered at a world-class facility in New Delhi, the channel is supported by over 20 
bureaus nationwide, along with a team of experienced newspersons and production staff, 
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backed by NetworklS's state-of-the-art broadcast infrastructure and newsgathering 
technology. GBN, a NetworklS Company, is a 74:26 joint venture between the NetworklS 
and professionals - Rajdeep Sardesai, Sameer Manchanda and Haresh Chawla. GBN's 
charter is to launch channels in the general news space under the editorial leadership of 
Sardesai. 
CNN International is the world's leader in 24-hour globalnews and information. CNN's 
combined branded networks and services are available to more than two billion people in 
more than 200 countries and territories in six different languages. CNN International can 
be seen in more than 198 million television households and hotel rooms, including over 30 
million in the Asia Pacific, in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide, via a 
network of 38 satellites. CNN.com's news web sites include international and US editions of 
CNN.com as well as five local language sites in Arabic, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
and Spanish. The web sites also support mobile services, including a PDA service on 
AvantGo and a breaking news SMS news alert service. 
IBN7 
lBN-7 (Indian Broadcast Network) is a Hindi news television channel run by Network 18 
Ltd based in Mumbai.[2] IBN-7 (Hindi) - formerly Channel 7 was acquired from jagran TV, 
owned by the Dainik Jagran group of companies, in 2006 and rebranded IBN-7. It is from 
the same stable as CNN-IBN, English news channel and is led by Rajdeep Sardesai and 
supported by Ashutosh, the Managing Editor of the channel. A team of experienced 
reporters all over India & Well known news anchors like Ashutosh, Darain Shahidi. Sanjeev 
Paliwal, Sandeep Chaudhry and Samir Abbas are its strength. 
IBN 7, a Hindi news channel from the kitty of CNN was launched on Independence Day, 15th 
August 2006. Like every other channel, this channel also claims to completely transform the 
television news space in the country. IBN 7 promises to symbolize the spirit of 'whatever it 
takes', the same spirit that has made CNN-IBN the country's favoured English news channel. 
With a tag line o f khabar, har keemat pe' or 'news at any cost', News, no matter what the odds. 
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News, no matter what it takes - that's what IBN 7 is commits to the audiences. IBN 7's greatest 
USP is its synergistic relationship with CNN-IBN and the Television 18 network, giving it a 
cutting edge in getting the news and telling it as it happens. The channel is a combination of 
Hindi journalism with the sophistication of English making the channel a world class, hard-core 
news product. The channel is backed by a strong force of 4800 news professionals in India and 
spearheaded by the stars of TV news journalism, such as Rajdeep Sardesai and Ashutosh. With 
bureaus in every state capital and state of the art broadcast centres in Delhi and Mumbai, it also 
gets news from other channels of TV18 - such as political news from CNN-IBN, business news 
from CNBC-TV18, and the consumer angle from CNBC Awaaz. IBN 7 is dedicated to pure, 
relentless journalism that promotes the cause of the common man. 
Within less than a year since its inception IBN 7 has been responsible for numerous exclusive 
and groundbreaking stories and has been successful in earning a significant name for itself in the 
Hindi News channel section. These stories have been unique and meticulously researched with 
members of the IBN 7 team in many instances putting themselves in danger to reveal the truth. 
As a result of its dedication to providing its viewers revolutionary, investigative stories, IBN 7 
has been steadily climbing the charts and gaining in its market share. The market share of this 
channel has risen to 14 percent of the Hindi News market share in India. The channel is credited 
for some really impactful and exclusive stories such as Maya exposing the money-laundering 
racket involving babas; the passport scam, revealing how easy it is for anyone, even a listed 
terrorist, to get a passport made and visas issued; Operation Kama Sutra shed light on so called 
sex experts who gain pleasure out of conning people; BJP CD, a revolutionary story whose 
revelations have questioned the integrity of the largest opposition party; among many others. 
These stories have been unique and meticulously researched with members of the IBN 7 team in 
many instances putting themselves in danger to reveal the truth. 
Despite its claims that at IBN 7 the credibility and accuracy of the stories are assured, sometimes 
it takes the sensational root, hi April 2007, the channel abandoned all journalistic ethics on 
Sunday as it showed to minor clashes in Lucknow and Kanpur throughout the day. The TV 
channel turned clashes into live news and kept repeating the same footage for hours. 
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IBN7 has emerged as the new market leader in the Hindi news genre. 1BN7 is the No 1 
Hindi news channel across All India and across all Hindi Speaking Markets (HSM) in the 
much sought prime time slot of 9 pm with its prime time newscast 'Danke Ki Chot Par' 
hosted by Ashutosh, Managing Editor, IBN7. 
As per TAM data for CS ABC 15+, Week 28 of 2010, All Days, 9-9.30 pm, IBN7 captured the 
maximum eyeballs in All India with a market share of 16.1 per cent and in HSM with a 
market share of 16.3 per cent. Star News had a market share of 15.3 per cent for the same 
period, while Zee News had 14.8 per cent, Aaj Tak had 12.6 per cent, India TV had 11.5 per 
cent, NDTV India had 10.5 per cent, News24 had 6.2 per cent, Tez had 4.9 per cent, Sahara 
Samay had 3.1 per cent. Live India had 3.1 per cent, and DD News had a market share of 1.6 
per cent. The latest viewership figures also reveal that IBN7 is the most watched Hindi 
news channel when it comes to events of national significance in the National Capital. 1BN7 
scored better than all other Hindi news channels with 16.8 per cent market share as against 
its nearest competitors Aaj Tak, Star News and Zee News with a market share of 14.8 per 
cent each (Source: TAM, Market Share (%), CS15+ Yrs, Wk-28, 0600-2400 hrs. All Days, 
Delhi). 
In a statement, Rajdeep Sardesai, Editor-in-Chief, IBN18 Network, said, "We are well-
known for our commitment to compelling content, and our leadership in the Hindi news 
genre only reinforces the immense faith we have earned. In the quest to provide high 
quality television viewing, we have successfully brought the most captivating news to every 
household." Speaking on the occasion, Ashutosh, Managing Editor, 1BN7, said, "It is our 
constant endeavour to provide our viewers exclusive content which is innovative, 
intelligent and informative. The impressive numbers that the channel has earned only 
proves our stand as the most viewed and preferred Hindi news channel in prime time 
across both HSM and in Delhi." 
IBN7 is the No.l Hindi News Channel in the recent four weeks. The channel again lived up to its 
promise of 'Khabar Har Keemat Par' through its superlative line-up of fresh and innovative 
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content. The viewership figures reveal the fact that IBN7 is the most preferred Hindi News 
Channel in the National Capital when it comes to its coverage on events of national importance. 
IBN7, in the cluttered Hindi news genre also stands as India's Channel of Impact. The channel 
has always put the audiences first which has taken it ahead of the competition, which gets 
reflected in the viewership figures-it dominated the heart of the Hindi belt Delhi, even in the 
latest week ending July 31st 2010. 
IBN7 is driven with a single motive and promise to present the news in a 'no nonsense manner' 
and deliver 'truth in context' to the discerning viewer. "The Hindi news genre has several 
players, but the viewership figures reveal that viewers in Delhi have prefened IBN7 for its 
relentless journalism claims Asutosh, its Managing Editor. It is such acknowledgements from the 
audience that inspires us to keep up our efforts in providing the best news coverage round the 
clock. 
3.2.1 IBN7 Ethos 
In the words of Rajdeep Sardesai "The ultimate star of a news charmel is news. And that's what 
people come to News channels for. That has been our focus at CNN-IBN and will also be 
reflected in our news content in IBN7. "We have ambitious programming plans for IBN7 
including original content designed to appeal to viewers. The focus will be on building a channel 
that reflects the moment and engages with viewers over important issues of the day. Hard news 
will be our core offering as we feel sharpness in news has vanished from Hindi news channels." 
IBN7 Promise 
• To treat news as sacrosanct JrJ (^-J 
• To live the true promise of journalism ^ cpiiTcT ^ 7 
• To be inclusive and interactive in news delivery 
• To do whatever it takes to deliver credible news 
• To bring India face to face with hard news 
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3.2.2 IBN7 strengths 
The channel is backed by a strong force of 4800 news professionals in india and spearheaded by 
the stars of tv news journalism, such as Rajdeep Sardesai and Ashutosh. With bureaus in every 
state capital and state of the art broadcast centres in Delhi and Mumbai, it also gets news from 
other channels of networklS - such as political news from CNN-IBN, business news from cnbc-
tvl8, and the consumer angle from CNBC AWAAZ. 
3.3 The AAJ TAK- A Brief Profile 
The India Today Group 
Since the early 1970s, ITG has successfully started new businesses while developing the existing 
ones. The group had interests in printing, publishing, radio, music, art, television and the 
Internet, which had made it one of the most popular media companies in India. 
LMI has been in the printing business for over 30 years with its subsidiary Thomson Press 16 
which has printing and typesetting units in Delhi and Chennai. It has a domestic and international 
client base which is supported by sales and customer services offices in Delhi, Bangalore, 
Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, London, New York and Melbourne. In 1975, LMI started publishing 
a fortnightly English news-magazine, India Today, which revolutionized the magazine 
jouiTialism in India through its coverage of a range of topics such as art, sports, books, music and 
films but a major part of it was devoted to politics and current affairs. In 1982, LMI launched 
India Today International to communicate news from India to Indians living abroad. It also 
published special editions of India Today International for North America, UK and the Gulf In 
1985, LMI started publishing Computers Today, a magazine that covered everything to do with 
the Information Technology industry, enabling readers to stay infonned about evolving trends 
and technologies in the industry. 
The India Today group also marketed and distributed Time magazine and Harvard Business 
Review in India. In 1988, TVTN was incorporated and soon made waves with India's first 
investigative video newsmagazine called News track. It was aired as weekly 30-minute news and 
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current affairs programme on Doordarshan from 1990 to 1998. TVTN also produced a weekly 
one - hour news program for Starplus. In 1990, ITG opened a school and launched a music label, 
Music Today. It produced and recorded Indian classical and fusion music which it marketed in 
Australia, USA, Europe and the Middle East. Business Today launched in 1992, is one of ITG's 
most successful magazines. The focus of the magazine is on reporting and analyzing business 
events... 
T.V. Today Network Limited engages in the news broadcasting operations in India. It 
operates 24 hours news channels, 'Aaj Tak', 'Tez', and 'Dilli Aaj Tak' in Hindi, as well as 
'Headlines Today' in English. The company was founded in 1988 and is based in New Delhi, 
India, launched the Aaj Tak in Dec 200 as a 24 Hr Hindi News Channel, which covers India 
insight 
Aaj Tak 
Aaj Tak is a 24-hour Hindi news television channel run by TV Today Network Ltd. Aaj Tak 
loosely translates as "Till Today" or "Up to the Minute". Watched by some 45 million viewers in 
India's cable and satellite universe, Aaj Tak is India's largest privately owned news channel. It 
was a free-to-air channel till 2006 in India, while it offered as a pay channel in the overseas 
market. In the United States, it is available on Echo Star's DISH Network. Despite serving 
Infotainment, Aaj Tak has been awarded Indian Television Academy's Best News Channel 
award for eight consecutive years. In a 2006 BBC/Reuters/Media Centre Poll, Aaj Tak was voted 
the most trusted news source in India, mentioned by 11 percent, just surpassing the Government 
sponsored channel Doordarshan which was mentioned by 10 percent. 
Launched on 31st December 1999, Aaj Tak is India's premium 24-hour Hindi news channel. 
With its offices in both Mumbai and New Delhi, Aaj Tak has evolved as one of the most 
watched news channels on television, claiming to be the 'Sabse Tez' or fastest news channel. It 
was only in the year 2000 that Aaj Tak was made into a full-fledged Hindi news channel because 
of its reach and popularity with an insight, courage and plenty of local flavour. Within six 
months of its launch, Aaj Tak emerged as India's number one news channel. 
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Aaj Tak is spearheaded by Mr. Prabhu Chawla, the owner of the Today Group. Mr. Arun Puri is 
the CMD of the hidia Today group. In the dihgent supervision of such personaUties Aaj Tak has 
been successful in satisfying its viewers. It is proclaimed as the number one Hindi news channel 
in India because of its aggressive journalism and cutting edge reporting. It reaches to people in 
remote villages too, where this channel is hugely popular because of the channeFs India centric 
programming. Programmes in this news channel vary from daily news, to crime news, 
entertainment as well as sports and politics. Programmes like Seedhi Baat, Vishesh, Mumbai 
Metro, Saas, Bahu Aur Betiyaan, Movie Masala, Aaja Hansle, Vardaat, Special Report, Tez 
Khabarein, and others are quite popular. News pertaining to national, international issues, sports, 
entertainment, lifestyle, business, etc is aired from time to time. 
Whilst Seedhi Baat, aired on every Monday at 3.30 pm, is a chat show that is conducted by 
Prabhu Chawla himself; Movie Masala deals completely with the news and gossips of the Indian 
film industry. Saas, Bahu Aur Betiyaan, on the other hand, report about the happenings in the 
television world. Seedhi Baat remains the most popular even today. Beside Prabhu chawla, other 
news anchors at Aaj Tak are Avishar Sharma, Ritul Joshi, Shweta, Sameep Rajguru, Sonia 
Singh, Ajay Kumar and others. 
Aaj Tak has also found a place in the Limca Book of Records, the Indian equivalent of Guinness 
Book of World records. The news channel has been recognised for the receiving the highest 
number of SMS-s as responses to contests, poll, etc. with its cutting edge news and eye catching 
presentation, Aaj Tak tops the popularity list of Hindi news channel till day. 
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Chapter 4 ^^^^ r T/ ^ 
Changing Trends in Television News Presentation 
4.0 Changing Television News Formats 
Before discussing the changing trends in prime time television news and the reasons thereof let 
us have a look at its glorious past. The year 1959 is marked as the beginning of Television in 
India, with a makeshift Studio at Akashvani the first news program was aired. Till early 80's the 
broadcast industry in hidia was very distinct and compact. There used to be only a few news 
shows in a week. But with the Asian Games in the early 80's the TV industry got a drastic 
change, when they first broadcast the Asian Games in India the TV industry got huge response 
and appreciation throughout the nation. The next record breaking success for Indian Television is 
conferred to the first soap opera -Humlog. It was a huge success and since then it never looked 
back. Later there were a series of programs and shows. The TV industry was growing by leaps 
and bounds, but with beginning of early 90's and the satellite television in India the whole 
scenario was changed. Earlier there used to be limited programs and limited channels like 
Doordarshan and later its regional one's. But just a decade later the broadcast Ministry offered a 
bouquet of different TV chaimels to the Indian audience. This was the next milestone in the 
history of Indian Television. The satellite TV brought a revolution in India. It not only affected 
the mentality of Indian audience but also globalized the TV market. Now the people who loved 
to watch Doordarshan changed their taste and switched to more up market TV channels of 
International standard .This way we can say that their thoughts have changed. 
A look at the present scenario reveals that it is again in different phase. There are Hundreds of 
Channels in India with their distinct identity as news, entertainment, infotainment, music, movie, 
fashion, lifestyle, health, business, sports, spirituality and regional and comedy Chaimels with a 
different class of audience.. A study on the interest of Indian audience shows a bigger group i.e. 
about 37% of audience likes entertainment which is shared among Sony, Star Plus, Zee TV, Star 
One, SAB TV, Sahara One etc. Around 17% of Indian audience is interested in News Channels 
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which again has a big competition among NDTV, Star News, AajTak, CNN IBN, IBN 7, Zee 
News, Live Lidia, hidia TV etc. 
A look at the News Channels shows that the Standard News Shows used to begin with hard core 
political news, followed by semi soft and soft news stories in the next segment. Sports and 
entertainment in last segment. But these days no such standard pattern is followed. Any news can 
be the headline, be it an entertainment news for instance Shahrukh signs a new project, sports 
news like Dhoni gets his hair cut, or be it any soft news. This change in the news formatting 
shows that people have changed. Everyone is not interested in political news or sports news. This 
interest of audience is traced by the media and that is why it caters the particular subject to a 
particular group of audience. 
More specifically if we study a period of say about 5 years, from 2003-2007, it will indicate a 
change in trend interest and also a change in TV reporting. 2003-2004, during the year was 
dominated by mix news but still the larger share was from political ground. The reason may be 
the Parliamentary Election. 2004-2005- This year crime came into popularity. Crime news used 
to be in the prime time of every News Channel. The 10-11pm slot was booked for such shows 
like Sansani (Star News), Dial 100 (NDTV), Crime Reporter, (ZEE News), Vaardat (Aaj Tak), 
Criminal (BN 7), ACP Arjun (India TV), Watch Dog, (SAB TV, Janmat), Register No 4 
(Janmat) etc. 2005-2006 - This year the audience was catered thriller and horror shows in the 
first half and the next half was dominated by Comedy. The Honor shows were listed as Bhoot 
Bangla, Koi Hai, etc. In 2006-2007, comedy rocked the silver screen. Programs Like comedy 
Circus, Laughter Challenge were very popular on Indian television. Even the News Channels 
bagged for their TRP by showing the clips of these shows. 
2008-2009- The popularity and craze of Indian audience towards Cricket during IPL, marked the 
entry of Entertainment and Sports as a dominating content. A Television show hosted by the 
superstar Shahrukh Khan was declared a flop venture initially because of the success of IPL 
broadcast. Later after the end of the IPL series it picked up and became a huge success. Not even 
cricket, but the musical shows such as Voice of India, Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, Indian Idol, and Little 
Champs were also TRP driven shows. And the news channels again bagged their viewership by 
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showing the recorded cUps of these shows. Not even this, they often invited their participants and 
contestants for their special programs at prime time. 
4.1 Concept of News 
News is any information whose revelation is anticipated to have an intellectual or actionable 
impact on the recipient. This information could add insight to an existing topic, or could pertain 
to current events. News can be disseminated using any available communications vehicle, such 
as word of mouth, public address system, postal letter, print, broadcast or the Internet. Some 
forms of news dissemination are intended for a single person, while others are directed towards a 
mass audience. Mass audiences could consist of a spatially-diverse group of individuals (such as 
those listening to a radio or television broadcast), or could consist of a temporally-diverse set of 
individuals, such as those reading a news blog on the Internet. 
In its infancy, news gathering was primitive by today's standards. Printed news had to be 
phoned in to a newsroom or brought there by a reporter, where it was typed and either 
transmitted over wire services or edited and manually set in type along with other news stories 
for a specific edition. Today, the term "Breaking News" has become trite as broadcast and cable 
news services use live satellite technology to bring current events into consumers' homes live as 
they happen. Events that used to take hours or days to become common knowledge in towns or 
in nations are fed instantaneously to consumers/audience via radio, television, cell phones, and 
the Internet. 
News is the timely report of events facts and opinion and interests a significant number of 
people. It is a new piece of information about a significant and recent event that affects the 
audience / reader and is of interest to them. 
- News is an abstract / relative concept whose shape changes as the interests of humans 
change. 
- News is what is new and what everyone wants to know. 
- Everything that occurs, everything which is of sufficient importance to arrest and 
absorbed the attention of public or any considerable part of it. 
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- News is any timely event, idea or opinion that affects interests and is significant to a large 
number of people in a commvmity and that is capable of being understood by them, news 
is anything new you did not know yesterday. 
- Hard News - The hard news is mostly event centered. It is a narration of an event. The 
hard news items are centered on what when where and why. 
- Soft News - Mere account of events don't satisfy the readers viewers. They would likes 
enter beneath the upper crust of hard news. This type of news is called soft news. This 
type of news in more of analyses, ramous background and interpretation. It is becoming a 
very important segment of newspaper / news channels. 
4.1.1 Ingredients of News 
1. Timeliness- News must be timely and new .^ It will not arouse interest if it is already 
known or brought to notice long after its occurrence. News is one of the most 
perishable commodities in the world. A news paper, which is read with great 
interest on one day, goes to the dustbin the very next day. This is why when the 
journalists come to Know firsthand about news they work is frenzied pace to be the 
first one to break the news. Noting is more damaging to the reputation of the news 
channel or news paper than to miss a major story which others have managed to 
carry. 
2. Proximity or nearness - How relevant the story has to the local readers is of 
paramount importance. People are more interested in what happens under their 
hose, in their village, town, and country rather than in distant places. Similarly they 
are more concerned in the occurrence having immediate impact on them. E g. 
3. Eminence and prominence - what happens to important people makes news. The 
value of news increases with the prominence of the person involved e.g. 
assassination of Rajiv Gandhi becomes world's headline but murder of village head 
is just local headline. 
4. Conflict - People gather in street if and when there is fight. Conflicts of all kind are 
part of life and make good copy. Is the issue developing has it been resolved or is it 
going to take a different turn. 
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5. Governmental Action - The passing of a law or other orders concerning general 
people, cabinet meetings, parliament and assembly sessions, notifications about 
new rules and regulations are newsworthy. 
6. Development prefects and issues - This is not news about government action, 
activities, though sometimes it will also qualify to be covered. The invention of high 
yield verity wheat / rice / maze and its success in changing life style of a community 
will be of interest to the people who will financially benefit from it. 
7. Number and size - The importance of the news is proportional to the number of 
people affected. An accident or disaster in which a large number of people have died 
makes more important news. 
8. Human Interest - At times the story may not have news of national importance but 
still it may get a prominent display in the newspaper or news channel because it has 
something of human interest. Such stories often appeal to the emotion of reader / 
viewer. 
9. News Sources - A reporter to be scornful should have a verity of reliable and highly 
placed contacts. They are some of the useful sources for information. 
There are two types of news sources - First, which are available to call reports? 
These include public meetings, press - conferences, press briefings, monitoring of 
radio and television, seminars, shows, etc. 
The other information is available only through the personal contacts of the 
reporter. These result in exclusive stories some attributed to people by name others 
without naming the source. When the source is not named, extreme care should be 
taken to verify the story. 
4.1.2 Principles of News Presentation 
Emerging trends in news presentation shows that the media had narrowed its focus to the 
top two quintiles of the population (Philipose). In the pursuit of comodification, it has 
erased the distinction between reader and consumer. Credibility, which is the basic 
foundation of journalism profession, is up for sale. The danger lies in the fact that it is now 
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being institutionalized by certain media management, whicii goes against the core, belief 
and mission of practicing journalism. The phenomenon of paid news seems to be more 
rampant on television channels in addition to the intricate deals that media owners are 
doing with advertisers, very benign things like getting lead stars of a forthcoming film to 
your studio, reviewing their films and also have some kind of media partnership with that 
film and not disclosing it. This certainly hints at a conflict of interest (Shukla). 
4.1.3 Changing Concept of News 
The traditional idea of what we use to call "news" has changed, and is continuing to change. 
There is no longer a traditional and established definition of what is news. Instead we have 
information, some of which is moving very fast, so it looks like news, but still information. 
Firstly, this change is partly because of the result of latest information technology. In 
today's world more and more people are connected to the latest sources of information like 
cell phone or internet than they used to be. All these new sources of information have also 
expanded the definition of news. 
Secondly, there are no consumers of news anymore. In fact, you have probably heard this 
said a lot, here and elsewhere that, in the era of online information libraries like Wikipedia, 
'nswer.com and citizen journalism, everyone is a journalist, and therefore a producer, of 
news. No one is just a consumer. 
And as newspapers and media websites everywhere are discovering, the news - the stuff 
people are really interested in - is not always what we put on the front page, or even the 
second or third page. Sometimes it is the quirky or human-interest stories that really grab 
people. And yet, we routinely denigrate those types of stories. What we are seeing with the 
Internet is not a revolution against the values of old media, a revolution against the notion 
that it is only us who can dictate what news is. 
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According to traditional definition the story of a policeman taking bribe from traffic rule 
breakers can be news. But nowadays is no more news, but it is also not just information 
either. It could be news to the policeman, and if he's busted because of it could be good 
news to drivers in that town. We journalists have been schooled in a kind of journalism that 
goes back to the days when a German called Paul Julius Reuter was delivering it by pigeon. 
His problem was a simple one: getting new information quickly from A to B. It could be 
stock prices or it could be the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. 
That traditional definition of news has remained with us until today. A lot of the time it 
remains a good one. When terrorists hit, we would rather know sooner than later. If stocks 
in our portfolio are losing their value in a crash, we would prefer to get that information 
now. When Buddhist monks hit the streets of towns in Myanmar we look to AFP, Reuters 
and AP to get the news out. But the Internet has changed a lot of this. Firstly, everyone is 
internet connected. By connected I mean they can look up anything they like so long as 
they're near an internet connected computer. This for a lot of people now means a 3G 
phone. Even if you don't have one, the chances are you'll be in spitting range of a computer 
that is connected to the Internet. Or you could get you information by SMS - from news 
sites, from colleagues, from family members. It's not that we're not far from a gadget. We're 
not far from information. 
This has a critical impact on the idea of news. Because we're informed, news doesn't hit us 
in the same way it used to when we did not. If terrorists attack Hotel Taj and Oberai in 
Mumbai, that's news to all of us. But the rest of the time, news is a slippery beast that 
means different things to different people. That is because there is another kind of news we 
are all interested in. It is hyper local news. It is what is around us, in our neighborhood. 
Since moving house, I am much less interested in state gubernatorial elections and much 
more in anything that anybody says about land sales and house prices. That is hyper local 
news, and it's where most people spend their day. 
News as in an answer to the questions "What's up?" "What's new?""What's happening?" 
"What's new with you?" In that sense its news. So news isn't always what we think of as 
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news. News has always meant something slightly different to the non media person; our 
obsession with prioritizing stories in a summary, the most important item first (How many 
dead? What color was their skin? Any Americans involved?) Has been exposed as 
something only we tend to obsess over. 
Don't believe me? Look at the News website. While the editors were putting up stories 
about Musharraf, North Korea and Japan, the users were swapping stories about Britney 
Spears splitting with her manager, the dangers of spotty face. Of course, I'm not saying 
journalists are from Mars and readers are from Venus. It just looks that way. What we're 
really seeing is that now that people have access to information, they are showing us what 
they're interested in. Unsurprisingly, they're interested in different stuff. What we call 
audience fragmentation -- niche audiences for specialized interests -- is actually what 
things have always been about. What we're seeing with the Internet is not a revolution 
against the values of old media; a revolution against the notion that it's only us who can 
dictate what is news. What we're seeing is that people get their news from whoever can 
help them answer the question they're asking. We want the headlines; we go to 
Newspapers & News channels. But the rest of the time, "news" is for us just part of a much 
bigger search for information, to stay informed. 
4.1.4 Television News 
Television news refers to disseminating current events via the medium of television. "News 
bulletins" or "newscasts" are programs lasting from seconds to hours that provide updates 
on world, national, regional or local news events. Television news is very image-based, 
showing video of many of the events that are reported. Television channels may provide 
news bulletins as part of a regularly scheduled news program. Less often, television shows 
may be interrupted or replaced by "news flashes" to provide news updates on current 
events of great importance or sudden events of great importance. 
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4.1.5 Cable news 
Cable news refers to channels which are devoted to current events 24 hours per day. The 
originator of this format from which the name derives is CNN (as well as CNN International 
and CNN-IBN), which originally stood for cable news network in reference to the then-new 
phenomenon of cable television. As satellite and other forms have evolved, the term cable 
news has become something of an anachronism but is still in common use; many other 
channels have since been established, such as BBC World News, BBC News, Sky News, Al 
Jazeera, ABC News 24. France 24, STAR News, Fox News Channel, MSNBC, Press TV, Russia 
Today, teleSUR and ABC News Now. Some news channels specialize even further, such as 
ESPNews (sports from ESPN), CNBC, Bloomberg Television and Fox Business Network 
(financial). 
A term which has entered common parlance to differentiate cable news from traditional 
news broadcasts is network news, in reference to the traditional television networks on 
which such broadcasts air. A classic example is the cable news channel MSNBC, which 
overlaps with (and, in the case of breaking world-changing events, pre-empts) its network 
counterpart NBC News. 
4.2 Television news cliannels 
Television news channels are television specialty channels which focus on presenting news 
content. The world's first dedicated 24-hour news channels were BBC World News and 
CNN. 
Newscasts 
Local TV news stations normally broadcast 3-4 times a day: 4:30, 5:00 and 6:00 in the 
morning; noon; 5:00 and 6:00 in the evening; and 10:00 or 11:00 at night. Some stations 
carry newscasts at 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00,11:00 or 11:30 in the morning, 4:00 or 4:30 
in the afternoon, or 5:30 and 6:30 in the evening. Many Fox affiliates, affiliates of minor 
networks (such as The CW and MyNetworkTV) and independent stations air newscasts in 
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the final hour of primetime (i.e., 10:00 p.m. in the Eastern and Pacific time zones or 9:00 
p.m. in the Mountain and Central time zones in the U.S.). Many stations title their newscasts 
with catchy names like "Daybreak," "Good Morning (insert city or region here)," "First at 
Four," "Live at Five," "Eleven @ 11:00," or "Nightcast." These names are intended to set one 
station apart from the rest, especially for viewers who are chosen for audience 
measurement surveys, if the respondent was unable to provide a channel number or call 
letters, the newscast title is often enough for the appropriate station to receive Nielsen 
ratings credit. 
Radio station newscasts can range from as little as a minute to as much as the station's 
entire schedule, such as the case of all-news radio. 
• More often, AM stations will air a SVi minute newscast on the top of the hour, which 
can be either a local report, a national report from a radio network such as CBS Radio or 
ABC Radio, or a mix of both local and national content, including weather and traffic 
reports. Some stations also air a two minute report at the bottom of the hour. 
• FM stations, unless they feature a talk radio format, usually only air minute-long 
news capsules featuring a quick review of events and an abbreviated weather forecast, and 
usually only in drive time periods or in critical emergencies, since FM stations usually focus 
more on playing music. Traffic reports also air on FM stations, depending on the market 
In some parts of the world there are 'rolling news' TV channels that broadcast news 24 
hours a day, such as CNN in the United States or BBC News in the United Kingdom. Many 
news reports presented on the Internet are updated 24 hours a day. 
Newscasts consist of several different elements, introduced by a news presenter or 
presenters. The presenters read 'links' and do interviews. 
Most news stories come in the form of short 'packages'. These are pre-recorded reports 
usually lasting from one to five minutes. News reporters gather and edit together interview 
clips, pictures and their own 'pieces to camera' to tell a story. They script and record a 
'voice-over' to explain the pictures and link the elements together. 
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Some stories are done as live reports. This can be a reporter on the scene of a story either 
being interviewed by a studio presenter (sometimes known as a 'two-way'), a reporter 
interviewing one or more other people, or simply live pictures and sound of an event. The 
sound and pictures are sent back to the TV station via fixed cable links, bounced off a 
satellite through a satellite truck, or sent through microwave radio transmissions from a 
vehicle carrying a microwave transmitter. With the growth of "rolling news" channels the 
use, with help of the technical director, floor director and a crew of people running audio, 
graphics, teleprompter, and cameras. Most news shows are broadcast live. 
4.3 Changing Media Landscape and Evolving News Formats 
The year 1989 marked the beginning of multi-billion dollar merger in media industries, enabling 
transnational satellite and cable distribution services to set up shop in entire geographical regions 
covering whatever populations lay beneath the satellite's footprint, thus bringing down the walls' 
of national barriers to broadcasting. This year the UNESCO defined and launched its new 
communication strategy, rallying under the universal belief in freedom of expression as 
formulated in article XIX of the universal declaration of human rights. The new communication 
strategy reinforced the operational aspect of the key constitutional concept, the free flow of 
information. Endeavour to achieve a wider and better balanced dissemination of information was 
made subject to a higher principle- the freedom of expression. Underlying all these efforts was 
the recognition of the need to build communication infrastmctures, especially broadcast, and 
train commimication manpower in the developing countries. 
Much of the contemporary media ownership today is the direct consequences of the globalization 
of neo-liberal economics. The ongoing trend towards privatization, deregulation, retreat from the 
state's public media responsibilities and the contraction of space for non-commercial, 
community-based media efforts are shaping the ownership and structure of the media 
organizations. Indian media is not immune to the emerging global trends of the new era 
promoted by the un-bipolar policy initiatives of the post WTO regime. The pressure.of the 
unavoidable process of globalisation that forced the opening of the Indian economy, the 
government's loosening control over broadcasting starting with 1999, and the policies paving the 
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way for greater private, including foreign, participation heralded a new era in the Indian 
mediascape. Under the pressure of financial constraints, broadcast media in particular was 
allowed to become a marketing vehicle rather than a cultural element-the obvious need for a kind 
of media that pays attention to the cultural, social, educational and economic needs of the people 
was compromised. 
The de-regulation of the Indian media market- phasing out the protectionism of pre-1990s-
resulted in metamorphosis in the Indian media, both in ternis of ownership and operations. Of 
course, the Indian media has succeeded in utilizing the change to its advantage to the e.xtent of 
outperforming the Indian economy. The deregulation has facilitated foreign media companies 
entry into the Indian media market in a big way eventually leading to the emergence of media 
conglomerates through a phenomenon known as cross media ownership. Most media companies 
in India and abroad are integrating vertically to sell cross-media, often acquiring or building 
muhimedia platforms. In recent times, one can visualize three types of accumulation of 
ownership interest in the media: cross-media ownership across the various caniers such as 
television, radio or print; consolidation, including vertical integration among media operations of 
content, carrier and distributor within a media segment such as television or radio; and market 
share dominance in a given geography within each media seginent. 
The changes in the ownership of the media has in turn influenced their structure and functioning 
to the extent of perceptibly impacting their public service commitments, often commercial 
interest overpowers their informational and educational roles. Getting transformed into an 
industry with primary goal of profit prioritization, their editorial contents reveal a blatant bias in 
favouring the organization it aligns with, which eventually forces the public to comprise on their 
right to imbiased news and fair comments. The greatest threat to freedom of expression is the 
possibility that private entrepreneurs will always tend to monopolise the marketplace of ideas in 
the name of economic efficiency and private profit (Melody, 1978).In a media market 
characterised by emerging monopolies, access to the marketplace of ideas is restricted to a 
privileged few. 
As consequence of the ownership change is that fewer owners have control over more media 
outlets and their circulation, and most of the media have been absorbed by large conglomerates, 
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'families' or chains. In addition to ownership concentration of the mass media industry, content 
provision, packaging and distribution have also 'become a standardised production and marketing 
process in which the messages communicated are constrained and directed in both quantity and 
quality to meet the economic imperatives of that process' (Melody 1978: 219). The dichotomy is 
that television, and the other media, tends to destroy the very public space of dialogue they open 
up, through relentless trivializing, and personalizing of political issues. Moreover, the growth of 
giant multinational media corporations means that unelected business tycoons can hold enormous 
power (Giddens 1999: np). 
The most common assumption is that the owners of the media influence the content and fomi of 
media content through their decisions to employ certain personnel, by funding special projects, 
and by providing a media platform for ideological interest groups. The global interlocking of the 
media industry and traditional corporate power creates a powerful cartel, which in turn encourage 
the spread of certain values (for example, consumerism, shareholder value, individualism, egoism, 
etc.). There are strong incentives for the displacement of the public sphere with commercial 
infotainment, reality shows and trivialised news programmes. This strengthens a conservative 
'common sense' view of the world, eroding local cultures and communities. 
To summarize, a number of undesirable consequences follows concentration of ownership, 
including the following: 
• For the general public, there are less diverse opinions and voices available from media. 
• For minorities and others, smaller opportunities exist to voice their concerns and reach the 
public. 
• Healthy market-based competition 
Recent surveys by Price Waterhouse Cooper and World Association of Nev»/spapers 
(WAN) suggest that print and electronic media in India has witnessed remarkable 
growth. Almost every major newspaper publisher in India now owns at least one 
television channel. The Bennett Coleman/Times of India Group has Times Now, a 
television news channel in partnership with Reuters. Living Media, the publisher of the 
news magazine, India Today owns a bouquet of news channels in English and Hindi. 
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TV18, a television production house, has teamed up with CNN to launch CNBC-TV 18 and 
CNBC-Awaz, two business news channels, and IBN has joined with CNN to launch two 
news channels: CNN-IBN and IBN-7. Other major players in the news media include the 
following networks: Star India, Zee, Eenadu, Sun TV, Sahara and Asianet. The 
government owned doordarshan network has a bouquet of 22 channels, with DD News 
being the only news channel. BBC World and CNN-International are major players too. 
News programmes have suddenly become hot property and are vying for attention with 
other popular programmes telecast in different channels. All major television broadcasters 
are including at least one news channel to their bouquet. To cater this task, the emerging 
electronic channels have always made an attempt to cover all the incidents irrespective of 
position, location and time. These channels not only revolutionized the concept of news on 
Indian television but also changed the news formats. Now the private channels made the 
news an essential commodity for the viewers. The strong point of today's news bulletins is 
their topicality, objectivity, and glossy editing and high-quality visuals. News has traveled a 
long way from the DD era. From Local events to International events, breaking news to 
news analysis, television soap to pageS news, every happening comes within the purview 
of news. These article studies have covered some significant changes in news broadcasting 
in India. To understand the trends in news presentation a review of changing concept of 
news 
4.4 Concept of Primetime 
Prime time or primetime is the block of programming on television during the middle of the 
evening. Prime time is the daypart (block of a day's programming schedule) with the most 
viewers and is generally where television networks and local stations reap much of their 
advertising revenues. The Nielsen Ratings system is explicitly designed for the optimum 
measurement of audience viewership by dayparts with prime time being of most interest. 
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In the United States, the hours traditionally taken as constituting prime time are 8:00 p.m. to 
11:00 p.m. Eastern and Pacific and 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Central and Mountain Monday-
Saturday. 
• On Simdays, prime time begins an hour earlier, at 7:00 p.m. Eastern and Pacific and 6:00 p.m. 
Central and Mountain, ending at the same time as on the other six days of the week. Note that 
for cable networks, such as USA, TBS, and ABC Family, prime time is 8:00 p.m. to 11:00 
p.m. all seven days of the week. 
• With the addition of newer networks such as FOX, The CW, and My Network TV, they're 
now considered a common prime separate from traditional prime. Common prime is 8:00 p.m. 
to 10:00 p.m. Eastern and Pacific and 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Central and Mountain Monday-
Saturday, beginning an hour earlier on Sundays as with traditional prime. (The CW does not 
have Saturday programs in prime time, and My Network TV does not have Sunday 
programs.) 
• Before the FCC regulated time slots prior to prime time with the now-defunct Prime Time 
Access Rule in the early 1970s, networks began programming at 7:30 on weeknights. For a 
historical look at prime time, see History of TV Prime Time 
• Prime time in Australia is from 6:00pm to 12:00am. However the prime of this is from 
6:00pm to 10:30pm (as AustraHan TV stations start hour long programs at half past a 
particular hour), following Australian Eastern Standard Time, however official primetime is 
6:00* 
• Prime time in New Zealand is considered to be 7:30 to 10;30pm, but can be extended to cover 
the entire evening of television (6pm-l 1pm). 
• In Korea (South), tradition of this time is usually starts from 6:00pm until 9:00pm(for 
evening), 9:00pm to 12:00am(for night). 
• In a great part of Latin America, prime time is considered from 6:00pm or 7:00pm to 10:00 or 
11:00pm. The time slot is usually used for News, Telenovelas and TV Series, and special time 
slots are used for Reality Shows, with great popularity. 
• In the Philippines, the conception of "prime time" varies per network, with ABS-CBN (Prime 
time Bida) starting at 6:00 pm, while GMA (Telebabad) starts at 6:30pm. Both stations end 
tiieir "prime time" programming at the start of the late night newscast (usually at 11:30pm). 
Times lots with largest viewer shares are usually between 7:30pm and 10:30pm. Unlike US 
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which has a unique line-up of programmes during each weekday, prime time programmes on 
the two largest networks in the Philippines are mostly the same from Monday to Friday. 
• In Japan prime time begins traditionally at 7:00pm. This is due to Golden time, the most 
popular variety program, being on from 7:00pm to 9:00pm each day.9:00pm to 11:00pm 
starts drama. 
• In Taiwan prime time is at 8:00 in the evening. Soap series played at that time are called 8 
o'clock series and are expected to have high viewer ratings. 
Outside North America "Prime Time" is used in international broadcasting to refer to when the 
most audience is available to an international broadcaster in a particular time zone (Australian 
Eastern Standard Time, for example) or block of contiguous time zones (Eastern North America, 
as in EST + CST). 
• In the case of the US Pacific Time Zone, prime time is from 04:00 UTC to 07:00 UTC, 
while the US is observing Standard Time. 
• GMT prime time is exactly 12 hours from NZT prime time. 
ABS-CBN's prime time block is entitled "Prime Time Bida" and its rival GMA's prime time 
block is entitled "Telebabad." Unlike other countries where programmes are largely varied each 
weekday night, the prime time line-up on one day will be the same line-up for the entire week for 
the most part. In "Telebabad" however, the last programme will vary each night while "Prime 
Time Bida's" line-up will feature Maalaala Mo Kaya on Friday. Programming is mainly 
composed of soap operas done by local artists although GMA mostly features comedy for the 
last programme and ABS-CBN also features game shows and reality shows as well. 
In Germany, the term "prime time" has the same meaning as in the US. Public and privately 
owned TV stations air their premium programme according to German audience's television 
habits. The oldest public national broadcasting network of Germany, the Consortium of 
Broadcasting Networks in Germany (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Rundfunkanstalten in Deutschland 
= ARD), also referred to as "The First" (Das Erste) airs the Tagesschau, Germany's most 
watched news broadcast, at 8:00 p.m. The Tagesschau is scheduled for 15 minutes; its end marks 
the beginning of the prime time. All other channels have chosen to start their prime time at 8:15 
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p.m. Several attempts by Germany's privately owned broadcasters like Sat. 1 to change the prime 
time start from 8:15 to 8:00 p.m. were not successful. 
IN Spain, Prime Time refers to the time period in which the most watched shows are screened. 
Prime Time in Spain starts quite late when compared to most nations as it runs from 10pm till 
lam. Most news programmes in Spain air from 9pm for an hour and Prime time follows. 
However due to fierce competition, especially amongst the private stations, Prime time has in the 
last few months (2007) even been delayed until 11pm. Most channels are delaying Prime time in 
order to protect their Top Shows from Sporting events. In the 90s, PrimeTime in Spain began at 
9pm, moving to 930pm in the latter half of the 90s. Prior to the arrival of the commercial 
broadcasters in 1991, Spanish Prime time began at 9pm. New commercial broadcaster La Sexta 
and the second channel from State Broadcaster TVE 2 (Or La2) have attempted to shift Prime 
Time back to 930pm in 2006 and Spring 2007 but these attempts have been useless. Late Prime 
Time start in Spain is also due to Spanish culture. Spanish people work 10-2 and then 5-8pm as 
opposed to the standard 9am-5pm. With this it is understandable that Prime Time has such a late 
start. Popular late night show Cronicas Marcianas in the late 90s - 2000 also helped to extend 
Prime time well into the early hours with the show being watched by a share of 40% despite 
finishing at 2am. Spain might also be unique in that it has a 2nd Prime time, this being 230pm -
5pm which coincides with the extended Spanish lunch break or Siesta. Shows airing in Second 
Prime Time on many occasions beat those in Night time Prime on a daily basis. Second Prime 
Time only occurs on weekdays though, and the slot is usually filled with News, telenovelas, 
tabloid shows and magazine / talk shows. 
In the UK, prime time is generally taken to mean the hours between 19.00 and 23.00: the period 
during which the most popular shows are screened and the highest ratings are achieved. 
4.5 The Concept of Breaking News 
News that has either just happened or is currently happening. Breaking news articles may 
contain incomplete information, factual errors, or poor editing because of a rush to 
publication. 
Breaking news is a current event that broadcasters feel warrants the interruption of 
scheduled programming in order to report its details? Its use is often loosely assigned to 
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the most significant story of the moment or a story that is being covered live. It could be a 
story that is simply of wide interest to viewers and has little impact otherwise. 
4.5.1 Format 
The format of a special report or breaking news event on television commonly consists of 
an opening graphic, featuring music, which adds an emphasis on the importance of the 
event. This is usually followed with the introduction of a news anchor, which welcomes the 
viewer to the broadcast and introduces the story at hand. Lower thirds and other graphics 
may also be coloured differently than normal to convey a sense of urgency. 
Once the story is introduced, the network may choose to continue to show a live shot of the 
anchor or may cut away to video or images of the story that is being followed during the 
broadcast. Additionally, the coverage may be passed to a reporter at the location of the 
breaking event, possibly sharing more information about the story as it breaks. 
Depending upon the story being followed, the report may last only a few minutes, or 
continue for multiple hours at a time. If coverage continues for an extended amount of time, 
the network may integrate analysis about the story through analyst in the studio, through 
phone, satellite, broadband (B-GAN) or through other means of communication. 
When the coverage comes to a close, the network may either resume programming that 
was occurring prior to the event or begin new programming, depending upon the amount 
of time spent on the coverage. The anchor will usually remind viewers to check the 
network's website, or watch any cable news channels it may own for more information. 
4.5.2 Usage 
While in the past programming interruptions were restricted to extremely urgent news, 
such breaks are now common at 24-hour news channels which may have an anchor 
available for live interruption at any time. Some networks, such as Sky news, largely 
emphasize this, even advertising the station as being "first for breaking news". 
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The term breaking news has come to replace the older use of news bulletin. There has been 
widespread use of breaking news at the local level, particularly when one station in a 
market wants to emphasize the exclusivity of coverage. Not all viewers agree that stories 
assigned breaking news rise to the significance or level of interest that warrant such a 
designation. Though the U.S. networks' news divisions still use the term special report, 
whether a live coverage is a breaking news story, a developing news story or both, they use 
the term breaking news on mostly a morning news program and an evening news program. 
Most local stations across the U.S. that interrupts regular program with a breaking news 
story use the breaking news and special report terms, with a voice-over stating either "This 
is a breaking news special report" or "This is a special breaking news report." 
4.5.3 Criticism 
When a network begins coverage of a breaking story, the early details about the stories are 
commonly sketchy, usually due to the limited amount of resources available to the 
reporters for information during the time the story initially breaks. An example of this was 
during the Sago Mine disaster, in which the initial reports were that the 12 miners were 
found alive, but news organizations later found only one actually survived. 
Another criticism has been the diluting of the importance of breaking news by the need of 
24-hour news channels to fill time, using the title when covering any number of soft news 
stories, one example being car chases. Others question whether the use of the term is 
excessive, citing occasions when the term is used even though scheduled programming is 
not interrupted. 
4.6 Paid News and Advertorials 
The credo of journalism promises news to be objective, fair and unbiased - this is what sets apart 
news and opinion from advertisements that are paid for by those who sponsor. When the 
distinction between news and advertisements starts blurring, when advertisements are duped up 
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as news that have been paid for, or when 'news' is published in favour of a person or an 
organization by selling editorial spaces, this trust gets betrayed. Such misguiding reports does 
more harms than good to the readers as the reader or the viewer can hardly distinguish between 
news reports and advertisements/advertorials. The media's growing tendency of compromising 
the editorial space through paid news forces the public to compromise on their right to unbiased 
news and fair comments and dilutees the media's professional mission and social commitments. 
By so doing, the media also ends up in lowering its credibility and societal approval, the basic 
arguments for legitimizing media freedom. 
The tenn "paid News" is used to describe a situation where a newspaper/television channel or 
media house illicitly signs a deal with an individual especially a candidate in the electoral fray, 
agrees to publish a combination of advertisement and laudatory news items favouring him/her, 
assures a fixed quantum of coverage, and for an additional fee agrees to run a negative campaign 
against or completely blacks out his/her rivals. Sometimes such 'packages' are offered at the 
level of a political party or business organization. The entire operation is done secretly, the 
media audience being clueless about the unholy nexus. Marketing executives use the services of 
journalists, rendered willingly or otherwise, to gain access to political personalities. So-called 
'rate cards' or 'packages' are distributed that often include rates for publication of news items 
that not merely praise particular candidates but also criticize their political opponents. 
Candidates who do not go along with such "extortionist" practices on the part of media 
organizations are denied coverage and even suffer media blackouts. 
Commercial interests are systematically subverting the freedom of the media thiough the practice 
of 'paid news' ~ and a crucial agency of our Parliamentary democracy is unwilling or unable to 
take corrective action. But first a quick recap. Over the last 15 years the old-fashioned view of 
journalism as a social responsibility has been relegated to the sidelines. The marketing and 
advertising dimensions have generally come to dominate over the editorial side. Journalists who 
objected were either relegated to the background or fired. 
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4.7 Cheque Book Journalism 
Cheque book journalism is the form of joumaHsm where the essential characteristic is that the 
journalist pays the subject of the work money for the right to publish his story. The tenn refers to 
the practice of securing exclusive rights to material for newspaper stories by paying a high price 
for it, regardless of any moral implications such as paying people to boast of criminal or morally 
reprehensible activities. It is the practice of paying someone for a news story. Checkbook 
Journalism is another type of yellow Journalism in the fact that someone is getting rich from the 
convenience of another person, irmocent or not. The phrase "chequebook journalism" is often 
used derogatorily, with the suggestion being that stories obtained by paying people are not so 
worthy as those obtained by traditional investigations. 
The practice came to limelight with publication of the book Open Secrets written by Carlton 
Stowers, which narrates a detailed investigation which led up to case closing murder mystery 
that remained unsolved for years. They did not crack the case open until a woman came forward 
to police after they announced an award for any infonnation that was linked to the murder. In a 
matter of weeks after the woman came forward the small town investigative team unraveled a 
chain involving hit men, middle men and greedy men. 
In Stower's book, he gives many examples of stories and murder mysteries that involve people 
making a quick buck off of a crime. In getting the facts straight for his book, Stowers estimated 
$109,000 in loyalties which was half of the money he made from his book was turned over to the 
investigative team. 
"Checkbook Journalism" has been around since the early days of news reporting, leaped back 
into popularity during the William Kennedy and it is not going away. Smith rape trial in Florida 
and again recently during the O.J. Simpson trial reveals that several prosecution witnesses had 
fattened their bank accounts by selling their stories to the tabloid press. In conclusion, tabloids, 
newspapers, television, books, and magazines continue to pay for stories no matter how much 
the cost it may be. In the face of journalism no more ethics driven, there is nothing people can do 
to stop others fi-om getting rich off of other people's misfortune. In the future, hopefiilly there 
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will be laws restricting everyone involved in a court case or crime and restrict those people from 
receiving money through someone else's misfortunes. 
The irony is that today, a murderer can walk free and all the guilty get rich. They try to prevent 
criminals from making a quick buck off of their crime, but unfortunately there are ways of 
getting around it. As time goes on it is hoped that we can fix the problem of checkbook 
Journalism for good and criminals get punished for what they committed and not get paid money 
for their crime. 
In chequebook journalism is viewed as a symptom of the fiercely competitive commercial 
television industry (most notably amongst current affairs programs). The rescue of the Australian 
miners in the Beaconsfield mine collapse renewed public awareness of chequebook journalism, 
as the TV networks and their stakeholders bid for the exclusive rights to the story as told by 
miners Todd Russell and Brant Webb, who were trapped underground for 2 weeks. Examples of 
other cases involving chequebook journalism include: 
> the Nine Network paying Lindy Chamberlain $250,000 for the exclusive rights to her 
story 
> the Seven Network paying Stuart Diver $300,000 for his story about the Thredbo 
landslide 
> the Ten Network paying Douglas Wood $400,000 for his story about being kidnapped 
and held hostage in Iraq 
> David Frost paying Richard Nixon $600,000 for his story 
> the Seven Network paying solo yachtsman Tony BuUimore for his story about being 
trapped in his overturned vessel in the Southern Ocean. 
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Chapter 5 
Content Analysis of selected News Channels 
As part of the present research work undertaken to study the changing trends in 
primetime news in the Indian context, the researcher had to first select the sample news 
channels to be taken for the study and also the duration of the study. To explore the 
trends in primetime news the study primarily relies on primetime content analysis of 
selected TV News Channels over a period of four consecutive weeks. To get an insight into 
the primetime news content and the trends there in, the content analysis has been done 
both in qualitative as well as quantitative terms. To represent the universe of TV news 
channels in India for the study three National channels have been selected, considering 
their representative characters. 
The duration of four weeks has been selected randomly being guided by the title of the 
present study-study of the trends in primetime news, the researcher was at an ease to 
select the timeframe on Indian Television as the standard time for this period is 9.0 -11.0 
pm. Five days in a week, i.e., from Monday to Friday. This is because, most of the News 
Channels in India showcases hard news stories during these days, until and unless there is 
any breaking news or such content that can draw maximum viewership, Saturdays and 
Sundays in every week's FPC Schedule (Fixed Point Chart] are exempted from showcasing 
hard core stories. 
It is observed that most of the news channels play soft stories and special programs like 
musical shows, comedy programs, Dial-In Shows etc, during the weekends. If we compare 
this particular trend with entertainment channels, then we can observe a little similarity 
in their schedules. Every entertainment channel showcases feature films and some special 
programs on weekends. For an instance, The Indian Idol 4 Series on Sony Entertainment 
Television was aired on weekends. In an another example. Comedy shows like 
'Chinchpokli to China' and 'Chhote Miyan, Jung Nanhe HansguHon Ki' were popular 
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comedy shows on Sony & Colors. Both of these shows are aired on weekends only besides 
their regular Saas Bahu serials on week days on routine basis. In fact theses shows get 
maximum TRP also. The reasons may be their content or their suitable time of telecast 
that suits the audience. This clearly shows the relevance and importance of the weekend. 
The same format is adopted by the News Channels also. They very well understand the 
importance of weekends, so they have also made it more special other than their routine 
schedules. 
So, this way it is more clear that to carry out this study, the 9 to 10pm time slot from five 
days in a week format well suits the researcher. 
For the purpose of this study the following four popular Hindi news channels in India 
have been selected: 
1 Aaj Tak 
2NDTV 
3IBN7 
For the above purpose, the contents of the above news channels were observed and 
tracked simultaneously to find out the changing trends. These channels were observed for 
about twenty days from the beginning of April 09. The extracts of the prime time news 
presentations of this period have been analyzed hereunder both quantitatively as well as 
qualitatively. 
Quantitative Analysis 
When this project was carried out, the Indian News Channels were all running in the race 
of highlighting the Parliamentary elections 2009, which in fact was a big concern for 
media, otherwise also as politics or political news has always been their prime focus. So, it 
is obvious that every news channel has got an issue to discuss for couple of months or till 
the elections end and the new government takes charge. Otherwise they have to depend 
upon the so called masala news to get notice. But all the news items related to the 
elections have swapped the way for the rest of the news elements. Although stories 
related to crime are still appearing in their routine crime bulletins such as 'Sansani' &. 
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'Vardaaf. But the regular crime stories which used to be their opening news or 'Breaking 
News' are somewhat missing. Pohtical news has taken their place instead. 
In another example before the announcement of Polling schedule, the news channels used 
to showcase some special programs usually on the news of the day or may be on a soft 
entertaining story. But in the present time special programs relating to elections have 
taken their place. Some Channel is showing a special program 'Kaun Banega 
Pradhanmantri', and some other is featuring 'Election Express'. The most popular 
channel among the literate masses, NDTV has even changed its Channel ID and Logo, it 
appears now as 'Chunaav matlab NDTV. Their reporters cum Anchors like Naghma, Arifa 
Khanam, Vinod Dua, Amrita Rai etc, are on the election express. They are travelling across 
the country to get public opinion and learn about the expectations of the people from 
their Nation at Leaders. 
Thus we can say that during this particular time of research, the major news content was 
shared by politics in the selected news channels. NDTV can be crowned for showing 
maximum political coverage during this period, which varies from 95 to 100 %. While the 
most popular Hindi channel Aaj Tak gets the second position by showing up to 90 % 
political coverage. IBN 7 gets the third position by sharing 85 % of its news content. 
While the other news contents such as crime, entertainment & sports gets maxim 
time during this period on IBN 7. The next channel that gets the second position I 
showcasing these contents is Aaj Tak and NDTV is far behind this race. 
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Chart-1: Subject-wise breakup of the overall news bulletins 
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The breakup of the news time of six dominant news channels in India presented in chart 2, 
revels the dominant position of political news followed by sports, crime and entertainment 
news. 
Chart-2: Percentage of news time of six news channels 
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Qualitative Analysis 
To analyze the trends in primetime news, let's examine the prime time content thoroughly. The 
News Bulletins during this period on the selected news channels had the following news items. 
News items Covered on Aaj Tak 
1. Baba Ram Dev Black Money issue- Political Story. 
2. Samajawadi Party declares its MP contestant on Luckiiow seat. Social activist & 
fonner Miss India Nafisa Ali gets ticket. 
3. Special Program on Baba Ram Dev black money issue. 
4. Pakistan hires Terrorist on Rent 
5. Srilanka attacks on LTTE 
6. Abu Azmi files nomination in Mumbai 
7. Sonia Gandhi files nomination fi-om Rai Bareilly. 
8. Nitish Kumar oposses Narendra Modi in Bihar. 
9. Laloo Yadav's comment on Nitish 
10. Laloo Yadav's statement against Varun Gandhi 
11. Congress announces its candidate from Patna Saheb's seat. Shekhar Sumar to 
contest against Shatrughan Sinha. 
12. Priya Dutt couldn't file nomination 
13. A social welfare organization in Jaipur appeals public for vote. 
14. One dozen people die by consuming spurious liquor in western Delhi. 
15. Delhi's opinion poll, a survey of about 50,000 people for 7 MP seats. 
16. Mayawati against election commission. 
17. Amar Singh & Azam Khan fight on Jaya Prada issue. 
18. Follow up story on Patna Saheb-Fight between two Bihari's. 
19. Star politicians like Priya Dutt, Milind Devra, Nafisa Ali, Advani files nomination. 
20. Advani Vs Sonia on wealth comparison. 
21. Dainik Jagra.i Journalist Jamail Singh on P Chidambaram shoe attack issue. 
22. Parents in Delhi agitate against fee hike matter. 
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23. Research in Mumbai hospital exposes the disadvantages of mobile usage. 
24. Reporter Somya Murder case. Maccoca on accused. 
25. Shilpa Shetty on IPL. 
26. Story on change in Delhi's climate. 
27. Tulip flowers attracts tourist in Srinagar.] 
28. Special on 15* Lok Sabha Elections 
29. Comic news- Commedian Jaspal Bhatti & Johny Lever to fight elections. 
30. Pay Commission issue-Supreme Court issues notice to Army Chief. 
31. Taliban reaches Pakistan capital. 
32. Record booking of Tata's Nano Car. 
33. Shilpa shetty visits golden temple. 
34. Veteran film Director Shakti Sawant dies in Mumbai. 
35. Special Program on the victims of 84 riots- Jagdish Titler refused ticket. Dainik 
Jagran reporter Jamail Singh attacks on Home Minister 
36. Polling for first phase of election went peacefiiUy with small naxalite attacks. 
37. Attack on Advani. 
38. Varun Gandhi released on Parole from Etah Jail. 
39. Left leaders join Jaya Lalita. 
40. Salman Khan campaigning for political parties. 
41. Film stars campaign for election, appeals for voting. 
42. IPL organizes road show. 
43. Rape of foreigner in Mumbai- Accused is management students, arrested. 
44. BCCI slams Dhoni &. Harbhajan Singh for not attending the Padam Shri Award 
Ceremony. 
45. Shahrukh Khan, Shilpa Shetty & Preity Zinta participates in road show in Cape 
Town. 
46. Special on Election Commission. 
47. CBI gives clean chit to Jagdish Titler in 1884 riots. 
48. Victims of 84 riots agitate in Delhi. 
49. Congress opposes BJP on issuing ticket to Manoj Pradhan. 
50. Sanjay Dutt says police had beaten him in Jail. 
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51. Tension begins in Swat valley of Pakistan. 
52. Sonia Gandhi in her Keral visit says she is afraid of LTTE. 
53. Sikhs of Punjab agitate against CBI's clean chit to Titler, opposed congress for 
giving ticket. 
54. 25 dies for consuming intoxicated liquor. 
55. Advani's statement on Modi. 
56. Visdon invites five Indian Cricketers for their team. 
57. Jamail Singh shoe attack issue. 
58. Ex DGP gets notice. 
59. DDA Flat Scam-Charge sheet filed. 
60. Minor murdered in Lucknow. 
61. Businessman killed in Meerut. 
62. Titler's ticket may be refused. 
63. Mayawati on election Commission. 
64. Priyanka Gandhi gives signal of joining politics. 
65. Munna Bhai & Circuit gets separated, as Circuit to campaign for congress. 
66. Opposition attacks PM's Car in Thailand. 
67. Sonia Gandhi slams Laloo Yadav on the development of Bihar. 
68. Narendra Modi against Priyanka Gandhi. 
69. Pranav Mukherji on Laloo Yadav. 
70. Indian hockey team wins Afzal Shah Tournament. 
71. Ram Janma Bhoomi Issue-VHP leaders criticize BJP. 
72. Congress criticizes SP. 
News items covered on NDTV India 
1. Pakistan hires Terrorist on Rent 
2. Baba Ram Dev Black Money issue- Political Story. 
3. Nafisa Ali gets ticket SP's Lucknow seat. 
4. Discussion on Baba Ram Dev black money issue. 
5. Srilanka attacks on LTTE 
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6. Abu Azmi files nomination in Mumbai 
7. Sonia Gandhi files nomination from Rai Bareilly. 
8. Nitish Kumar oposses Narendra Modi in Bihar. 
9. Laloo Yadav's comment on Nitish 
10. Laloo Yadav's statement against Varun Gandhi 
11. Congress announces its candidate from Patna Saheb's seat. Shekhar Sumar to 
contest against Shatrughan Sinha. 
12. Priya Dutt couldn't file nomination 
13. A social welfare organization in Jaipur appeals public for vote. 
14. Delhi's opinion poll, a survey of about 50,000 people for 7 MP seats. 
15. Mayawati against election commission. 
16. Amar Singh & Azam fight on Jaya Prada issue. 
17. Star politicians like Priya Dutt, Milind Devra, Nafisa Ali, Advani files nomination. 
18. Advani Vs Sonia on wealth comparison. 
19. Reporter Somya Murder case. Maccoca on accused. 
20. Shilpa Shetty on IPL. 
21. Special on 15* Lok Sabha Elections 
22. Commedian Jaspal Bhatti & Johny Lever to fight elections. 
23. Taliban reaches Pakistan capital. 
24. Shilpa shetty visits golden temple. 
25. Dainik Jagran reporter Jamail Singh attacks on Home Minister 
26. Polling for first phase of election went peacefully with small naxalite attacks. 
27. Attack on Advani. 
28. Varun Gandhi released on Parole fi-om Etah Jail. 
29. Left leaders join Jaya Lalita. 
30. Story on Film Stars campaigning for political parties. 
31. Film stars campaign for election, appeals for voting. 
32. IPL organizes road show. 
33. BCCI slams Dhoni & Harbhajan Singh for not attending the Padam Shri Award 
Ceremony. 
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34. Shahrukh Khan, Shilpa Shetty & Preity Zinta participates in road show in Cape 
Town. 
35. Special on Election Commission. 
36. CBI gives clean chit to Jagdish Titler in 1884 riots. 
37. Victims of 84 riots agitate in Delhi. 
38. Congress opposes BJP on issuing ticket to Manoj Pradhan. 
39. Sanjay Dutt says police had beaten him in Jail, 
40. Sonia Gandhi in her Keral visit says she is afraid of LTTE. 
41. Sikhs of Punjab agitate against CBI's clean chit to Titler, opposed congress for 
giving ticket. 
42. Advani's statement on Modi. 
43. Jamail Singh shoe attack issue. 
44. Ex DGP gets notice. 
45. Titler's ticket may be refused. 
46. Mayawati on election Commission. 
47. Priyanka Gandhi gives signal of joining politics. 
48. Munna Bhai & Circuit gets separated, as Circuit to campaign for congress. 
49. Opposition attacks PM's Car in Thailand. 
50. Sonia Gandhi slams Laloo Yadav on the development of Bihar. 
51. Narendra Modi against Priyanka Gandhi. 
52. Pranav Mukherji on Laloo Yadav. 
53. Ram Janma Bhoomi Issue-VHP leaders criticize BJP. 
54. Congress criticizes SP. 
News items covered on IBN 7 
1. Baba Ram Dev Black Money issue- Political Story. 
2. Pakistan hires Terrorist on Rent 
3. Srilanka attacks on LTTE 
4. Abu Azmi files nomination in Mumbai 
5. Sonia Gandhi files nomination from Rai Bareilly. 
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6. Laloo Yadav's comment on Nitish 
7. Laloo Yadav's statement against Varun Gandhi 
8. Congress announces its candidate from Patna Saheb's seat. Shekhar Sumar to 
contest against Shatrughan Sinha. 
9. A social welfare organization in Jaipur appeals public for vote. 
10. One dozen people dies by consuming spurious liquor in western Delhi. 
11. Mayawati against election conmiission. 
12. Amar Singh & Azam fight on Jaya Prada issue. 
13. Star politicians like Priya Dutt, Milind Devra, Nafisa AH, Advani files 
nomination. 
14. Dainik Jagran Journalist Jamail Singh on P Chidambaram shoe attack issue. 
15. Parents in Delhi agitate against fee hike matter. 
16. Research in Mumbai hospital exposes the disadvantages of mobile usage. 
17. Reporter Somya Murder case. Maccoca on accused. 
18. Shilpa Shetty on IPL. 
19. Story on change in Delhi's climate. 
20. Tulip flowers attracts tourist in Srinagar.] 
21. Special on 15* Lok Sabha Elections 
22. Comic news- Commedian Jaspal Bhatti & Johny Lever to fight elections. 
23. Pay Commission issue-Supreme Court issues notice to Army Chief 
24. Taliban reaches Pakistan capital. 
2 5. Record booking of Tata's Nano Car. 
26. Shilpa shetty visits golden temple. 
27. Veteran film Director Shakti Sawant dies in Mumbai. 
28. Special Program on the victims of 84 riots- Jagdish Titler refiised ticket. Dainik 
Jagran reporter Jamail Singh attacks on Home Minister 
29. Polling for first phase of election went peacefiilly with small naxalite attacks. 
30. Attack on Advani. 
31. Varun Gandhi released on Parole from Etah Jail. 
32. Salman Khan campaigning for political parties. 
33. Film stars campaign for election, appeals for voting. 
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34. IPL organizes road show. 
35. Rape of foreigner in Mumbai- Accused is management students, arrested. 
36. BCCI slams Dhoni & Harbhajan Singh for not attending the Padam Shri Award 
Ceremony. 
37. Shahrukh Khan, Shilpa Shetty & Preity Zinta participates in road show in Cape 
Town. 
38. CBI gives clean chit to Jagdish Titler in 1884 riots. 
39. Victims of 84 riots agitate in Delhi. 
40. Sanjay Dutt says police had beaten him in Jail. 
41. 25 die for consuming spurious liquor. 
42. Advani's statement on Modi. 
43. Visdon invites five Indian Cricketers for their team. 
44. Jamail Singh shoe attack issue. 
45. Ex DGP gets notice. 
46. DDA Flat Scam-Charge sheet filed. 
47. Minor murdered in Lucknow. 
48. Businessman killed in Meerut. 
49. Titler's ticket may be refused. 
50. Mayawati on election Commission. 
51. IBN 7's Exclusive Sting Operation 
52. Priyanka Gandhi gives signal of joining politics. 
53. Munna Bhai & Circuit gets separated, as Circuit to campaign for congress. 
54. Opposition attacks PM's Car in Thailand. 
55. Sonia Gandhi slams Laloo Yadav on the development of Bihar. 
56. Narendra Modi against Priyanka Gandhi. 
57. Pranav Mukherji on Laloo Yadav. 
58. Indian hockey team wins Afzal Shah Tournament. 
59. Ram Janma Bhoomi Issue-VHP leaders criticize BJP. 
60. Congress criticizes SP. 
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The primetime news items mentioned above have been quantifies in terms of the number 
and the corresponding percentage and presented in table -1. 
Table-1: Nature of Primetime News coverage 
Nature of 
primetime news 
Politics 
CrimeA'^ iolence 
Sports/Cricket 
Entertainment 
Environment 
International 
Others 
(General) 
No of Stories 
Aaj Tak 
41/72 
4 
4 
2 
0 
4 
17 
NDTV 
India 
39/53 
1 
3 
2 
0 
4 
5 
IBN7 
26/60 
7 
4 
3 
0 
4 
13 
As percentage of total 
Aaj 
Tak 
56 
5.5 
5.5 
2.7 
-
5.5 
23.6 
NDTV 
India 
72 
1 
5.5 
3.7 
-
5.5 
9.2 
IBN7 
43.3 
11 
5.5 
3.3 
-
5.5 
26 
Data in table-1 reveal that Aaj Tak leads in political news coverage followed by NDTV 
India, IBN7 being a distant third. Whereas IBN7 leads in crime coverage followed by Aaj 
Tak. In terms of entertainment coverage, all the news channels are closely placed, during 
period under study. Another factor for dominant coverage of political news in all the news 
channels may be because of the ongoing parliamentary elections during the period. 
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Chart-3: Nature of primetime news coverage 
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Audience Response 
To study and observe the response of audience is again a complicated task. It is not easy to find 
out their taste as it changes very ft-equently. Similarly in Cinema, nobody can predict about a 
particular film that whether the film will be a hit or going to be a major flop. Much awaited and 
expected film with superstars like Shahrukh Khan gets zero response fi-oni the audience 
sometimes and a low budget film like Honemoon Travels Pvt Ltd and Khosla Ka Ghosla 
becomes a huge success. The same way in small screen also, the likes and dislikes of the 
audience cannot be predicted and understood easily. 
For this we have to rely on the TRP Charts published in different online magazines and 
websites, which may have the chances to be manipulated by the broadcaster. Though TRP is 
generally observed in the metro cities and the rural masses are not approached to get the exact 
response of the audience. And it not obvious that the TRP of a particular metro city will be 
similar to the TRP of a rural town. As the likes and dislikes of people living in different 
geographical region may vary. 
But if we organize a public opinion survey, then there are chances of getting some indicative 
response. Then again this type of research methodology is not very commonly used to get the 
response. Though there are certain organizations that conduct surveys, according to the TRP 
Charts, the average TRP of The selected News Channels is as shown below: 
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Chart-4: TRP of the News Channels during the period of the Study 
TRP 
• NDTV India 
• Aaj Tak 
»IBN7 
The above Bar shows that the most popular channel among the masses is Aaj Tak, while 
the channel of the elite class gets the second position and the channel of the rural masses 
gets the third position. 
While NDTV is observed during this period as the channel that's showing the maximum 
political content and that may be one of the reasons for such TRP, though the most 
popular channel gets the maximum response. Aaj Tak has shown a blend of all news but 
with a dominance of political content. It shows that the audience appreciates the content 
of this channel. Which not only include their local language, rural approach Whereas IBN 
7 is also a similar channel but its main focus are stories related to crime and superstition, 
but still it gets a least response. 
Impacts of Internet on Broadcast Audiences: 
With the arrival of Internet news broadcast news outlets, both national and local, have been 
the most adversely affected. Growing numbers of traditional broadcast audiences are losing 
the news habit, half pay attention to national news only when something important is 
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happening. More and more watch the news with a remote control in hand, ready to dispatch 
uninteresting stories. 
These are the principal findings of the Pew Research Center's biennial survey of the national 
news audience, which documents the rapid emergence of the Internet as a news source, as 
well as a significant decline in regular viewership of broadcast television news. One-in-three 
Americans now go online for news at least once a week whereas regular viewership of 
network news has fallen from 38% to 30% since 1998, while local news viewership has fallen 
from 64% to 56%. 
Among younger and better-educated people, the Internet is making even bigger inroads. 
Many more college graduates under the age of 50 go on the Internet every day than 
regularly watch one of the nightly network news broadcasts. And generally, the survey finds 
that people who are interested in the news and go online tend to watch less network TV 
news. The survey also finds modest declines in the \iewership of tele\ision news magazines 
and the morning news shows. 
Chart-5: Online News Vs Broadcast News Viewership 
1993 1995 1996 1997 1998 2000 2005 
I Watch Local TV 
news Regularly 
I Watch Network 
TV news 
Regularly 
I See online news 
atleast three 
hours per week 
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Viewership of TV Channels: Survey and Analysis 
A survey of television viewers was conducted to understand the very nature of the 
audience and their response for a particular brand. For the purpose about fifty people were 
approached and were given a prepared questionnaire. The responses to the questions are 
presented in table no.1-10. The very first question to be answered was that did they agree 
or disagree with the fact that the News Channels have diluted their social commitments 
under the driving influence of commercialization of news. The response is as under. 
Table-2 : News channels have diluted social commitments in recent 
years 
Response 
1) Strongly Agree 
2) Moderately agree 
3) Do not Agree at all e 
No of Respondents 
35 
10 
5 
Percentage of 
Total 
70 
20 
10 
Most of the people agree with the fact that the News Channels have diluted their social 
commitments under the driving influence of commercialization of news. Though some of 
them but not in a greater majority were moderately agree with this question. A very few 
people denied the fact and stand against this thought. They were in the belief that the News 
Channels have not diluted their social commitments under the driving influence of 
commercialization of news 
The next question was to know the reasons for news channels emphasis on crime news. 
There were certain choices in the question for the respondents to be specified in order of 
priority. But most of the people have voted in favor of the fact that the news media does 
this to improve their rating and viewership. Even some of them have said that no media 
shows such events especially to reduce criminal activity by exposing criminals. 
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Table- 3: Why media emphasizes on crime news 
Reasons 
To reflect social reality 
To cater to peoples 
appetite for crime news 
To improve TV Ratings 
To survive against 
competition 
To reduce criminal 
activity 
Priority by Respondents 
1st 
10 
15 
20 
5 
0 
Ilnd 
5 
10 
8 
20 
7 
Ilird 
10 
5 
9 
10 
16 
rvth 
20 
20 
5 
5 
0 
Vth 
5 
5 
8 
10 
22 
Weight 
age 
145 
175 
177 
155 
98 
Rank 
3 
2 
1 
4 
5 
The next question was about their refined taste towards a particular news element. They 
were asked to write their choice of interest in the options given. That whether they are 
interested in watching political news, entertainment stories, social news and sports. But 
again the response is very strange. Majority of people have shown their interest in 
entertainment values. The next majority of people have shown their interest in sports news 
which is very closely related to the first response. But the shocking fact that came in the 
way was that the people survey had a very little or we can say no response for news related 
to social issues, which is again a very strange stimuli. Let's have a look at the following 
table. 
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TabIe-4: Order of Priority in Prime time Content 
Preference 
Political News 
Entertainment 
Sports 
Crime News 
Social Issues 
Developmental News 
Priority by Respondents 
1st 
20 
10 
8 
4 
6 
2 
Ilnd 
10 
15 
5 
5 
8 
5 
Ilird 
5 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
IVth 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
5 
Vth 
5 
3 
15 
10 
10 
8 
Vlth 
5 
6 
2 
10 
15 
10 
weight 
age 
220 
202 
175 
149 
146 
98 
Ranlc 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
In the next question the people were asked to select a news channel in the order of their 
preference. They were given the names of the popular news channels in India that are also 
the part of our research study. They were Aaj tak, NDTV, IBN 7, Star News & India TV. Most 
of the respondents have voted for India best Hindi News Channel-Aaj Tak. The next choice 
was NDTV which is considered as the most standard and credible news channel. While the 
channel of the rural masses, IBN 7 gets the least response. Though Star News is also a very 
popular news channel but this survey reports reveals that it is quiet popular in 
Maharashtra. The Northern region has an influence of Aaj Tak and NDTV. 
Table- 5: Order of preference of News Channels 
News 
Channels 
Aaj Tak 
NDTV 
IBN 7 
Star News 
India TV 
Priority by Respondents 
1st 
20 
12 
6 
8 
3 
Ilnd 
10 
15 
8 
8 
5 
Ilird 
15 
10 
5 
10 
8 
IVth 
2 
5 
15 
15 
8 
Vth 
2 
3 
10 
10 
15 
Vlth 
1 
2 
4 
5 
20 
Weighta 
ge 
241 
210 
165 
198 
149 
Ranl( 
1 
2 
4 
3 
5 
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A survey of CMS Academy on "sources of information" and their credibility has brought out 
that overall credibility of news papers has relatively gone up. This survey however 
indicated that television news has now surpassed newspapers as primary source for 
political and sports news. The gap in this respect in 2007 between TV news and 
newspapers was significantly high. Special efforts being made increasingly by various 
television news and business channels to cover both politics as well as business/market 
are making inroads into the market image of newspapers. From this, however it cannot be 
concluded that newspaper readers are shifting in favor of news channels. This survey had 
brought out that when it comes to comprehensiveness. This finding rather reminds 
newspapers the compulsion to go beyond conventional approach to news. 
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Chapter-6 
Findings, Conclusions & Suggestions 
With recent proliferation of TV, radio and newspapers in the country, the expectation is 
that the overall role, reach and relevance of media would have also expanded much beyond 
what it was before 2000. Also the range of coverage of the news media should have 
expanded beyond metro cities. However, there is hardly any change in both the respects. 
This was because the competition within and across the media has been for the same 
sections of people, the ones having deeper pockets. That is how rural reach as well as 
coverage is still negligible. Despite proliferation of media and increased competitiveness, 
the choice in the content package to readers and viewers is neither inclusive nor distinct. 
Some increase in circulation and viewership nevertheless is because of multiplicity, not 
because of expansion in the reach beyond two thirds of population. That is the ones seeing, 
are seeing more channels or programmes, and the ones reading more newspapers. The 
media scene nevertheless has changed rather dramatically, what-is happening in the media 
is known to many of us: But- Why -is it happening is not and hardly discussed. 
Role and relevance of news media are to do with their concers and contents. Until a few 
years ago these were to do with the "Fourth Estate" notions and "watchdog" standing. For 
this, news media have been enjoying certain privileges and societal status. The news media 
are expected to have larger and long range concerns, not just market compulsions or 
competitive or bottom line concerns. But, today they are more a corporate voice than of 
community. New definitions, new news values and new priorities dictate news media 
today. As a result news media are becoming no longer journalist-driven. 
It seems as if the news channels in India have charted out their own respective doctrines 
and present anything as news and serve it to their audience, which leads to a shift from 
ethical issues of journalism. The orthodox news contents find themselves in trash and a 
stinking combination of sex, stings, gossips, super naturals; crime and reality show reports 
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hold the centre stage. Stories of real life and real heroes of national interest are relegated to 
the lower ranks. 
News channels have adopted a policy of corporate culture and have metamorphosed 
themselves towards 'packaging' of information wherein their basic motto has become that 
of entertaining and earning Television Rating Points (TRP) rather than disseminating 
information. With umpteen number of news channels mushrooming, your thirst for what 
you call 'news' would still not be satiated. The quality and authenticity of news have 
deteriorated, and the news channels are into the business of raking in moolah [money) at 
any cost. 
Indian electronic media has been presenting news in an irresponsible manner sensitizing 
crucial events without realizing and understanding the impact and implications on the 
society. For instance, what happened in Aarushi murder case is an evidence of media's 
irresponsibility of character assassination. The channels have put on the mantle of self 
proclaimed investigating agencies, and this characteristic of sensitive journalism has 
compelled the judicial machinery and ministries to come out with a set of regulations for 
this kind of investigative reporting. 
The trend of sting operations has been taken up by almost every channel with an eye 
towards enhancing channel's TRPs. A channel even went on to the extent of staging and 
fabricating a sting operation wherein a lady school teacher from a Delhi girls school found 
herself in soup for her alleged involvement in trafficking of girl students of her school! The 
sting operations have dared to intrude the private lives in their rat race of sensitising news 
and attracting viewers. This has enforced the news channels into crime and sex shows that 
are very erratic. 
In the past few months, taking a peek at news contents, one could find that the cold war 
between Amitabh Bachchan and Shatrughna Sinha and Amitabh's visit to his school -
Sherwood have garnered ample coverage giving the impression that there is nothing else 
important in the country. Likewise, the likes of Rakhi Sawant and Mallika Sherawat always 
find strong coverage on news channels for futile reasons. 
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When you get up early in the morning to brush up with current affairs, you are Hkely to 
have a rendezvous with supernatural offerings and horoscope readings by the so called 
pundits or in other words 'babas' on almost every channel. These babadom and horoscope 
solutions are just played for cheap publicity and to play with sentiments and beliefs of the 
masses. 
Shockingly, the news channels take eternal pride in glamorizing crime and criminal world, 
and depict the out caricatures of criminals as larger than life heroes. The time slot around 
11 in the night is booked for crime news in programmes namely - Sansani, Vaardaat, Crime 
reporter, Crime file, etc. Throughout the day, the channels come out with seductive 
endorsement of the contents to be telecast during such episodes, giving an impression that 
if you miss you will miss the train of your life. Add to this, the presenters of such shows 
who come out with Shahenshah like image would terrorize you more with their animated 
articulations. 
Another trend in vogue nowadays are the laughter shows, wherein the channels lifts clips 
from various comedy shows running on various entertainment channels and serves as 
news items. As if the recurrent repeat telecast by the respective entertainment channels 
was not enough that the news channels have plunged into the business of making people 
laugh. 
It is quite acceptable to have a refreshing dose of entertainment amidst real serious 
business of news watching to break free from boredom, which may feel as a refreshing 
breeze, but here Ganges is flowing in the opposite direction. If you get bored of being 
entertained on news channels, you may be offered, in mercy, a small dose of news to 
quench your desire. 
It is high time that TV news channels in India observe a degree of reticence and carefully 
zero in on the contents that deem necessary preference and at the same time figuring out 
those contents that should be weeded out. They need to take a firm holding on the essence 
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and demand of journalism rather than becoming a bane for one of the strongest pillars of 
democracy. 
The pity of the Indian media is that it is surviving on myths and superstition. Where has all 
the factual news gone? It should telecast scientific development taking place and how 
technology is helping us in day to day life. 
AT 7 p.m. I am eagerly waiting for prime time news. The headline which was flashed at the 
bottom was "An American is kidnapped by aliens and he was with them for almost five 
days". But the final reality was a disappointment as it was disclosed that this incident had 
taken place in 1975 i.e. more than 25 years ago and the interviews were missing of the 
victim and eye witnesses. The facts were actually missing and it appeared as a forced item 
which was to gather attention. 
The pity of the Indian media is that it is surviving on myths and superstition. Where has all 
the factual news gone? Astrology, superstition, snakes, sai baba, daily soaps reviews, 
fashion week etc. are the only sources to retain themselves in the media world. Prime time 
news is all about superstition news story with some catchy headlines and this is the best 
time for advertisements. Showing myths and superstition at prime time at repetitive 
session is irrational. 
Media should encourage art, science and literature but it is focusing on astrology, rebirths, 
religious myths, beliefs and aliens. Now days almost every news channel telecast 
astrological programmes where an astrologer or some baba is sitting and predicting about 
deaths, marriages and relationships. The funny part is that sometimes statements made by 
each astrologer are contradictory which confuses the audience. Superstition and myths are 
also encouraged as recently in one of the news channel there was programme based on a 
tantrik who claimed that he can kill a person within three minutes. It was telecast but the 
action failed and to escape from humiliation the tantrik said that it can only be performed 
at night. 
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In the place of live telecast like this it should telecast scientific development taking place 
and how technology is helping us in day to day life. This kind of telecast will assist in 
human resource development. 
As a developing nation India is lacking behind in many aspects like technology, research 
development, and social and economic development and human resource development. 
India should observe that how yellow race people contributed in their country's 
development and now nobody comments on them in terms of technology, racism and 
culture. 
Japan is more technologically advance than western countries. It is predicted that China 
will be the next super power after U.S.A. and it is all because of their hard work. There is 
great need of intelligent journalists who can help in removing social evils like caste system, 
communalism, poverty, superstition etc. It should not devote maximum time on discussing 
cricket and cricketers rather it should be utilize on development of rational thinking of the 
masses. The main focus of media should be on development and upliftment of the society. 
India can become developed country with the contribution of media so it badly needs 
responsible writers, journalists and artists 
It is important for the Press to act as a watchdog and bring out those unseen, unperceived 
truths to light for the social good. If such acts are taken up for commercial benefits such as 
"ncreasing its viewer ship to demand better advertising rupees it is another immoral act 
and then those channels or media houses probably lose the opportunity to expose immoral 
because they go down so low in the public eye. It is not for us to decide the editorially 
appropriate use of technology for generating a news story. The journalists have to make 
the judgment about newsworthiness of a story and its impact on the society. This society 
consists of their own families and they better evaluate if beaming of a story is more harmful 
to the society than impacting the immoral conduct. The journalists should determine the 
offensiveness considering the circumstances of the intrusion into the private life of 
someone, film it and beam it. If the intrusion into someone's private life is to make a 
socially and politically important story, it may be acceptable but if it is to satisfy prurient 
curiosity it may not be acceptable. 
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someone's private life is to make a socially and politically important story, it may be 
acceptable but if it is to satisfy prurient curiosity it may not be acceptable. 
The study clearly establishes that political issues tops the air time of the TV channels 
followed by crime and sports. Among the selected channels, Aaj Tak leads in political news 
coverage followed by NDTV India. IBN7, which occupies distant third leads in crime 
coverage followed by Aaj Tak. In terms of entertainment coverage, all the news channels 
are closely placed, during period under study, perhaps for people's growing interest in 
entertainment. Another factor which substantiates these findings are that the breakup of 
the news time of six dominant news channels in India reveals the dominant position of 
political news followed by sports, crime and entertainment news. A cause for concern is 
coverage of environment and other developmental news in the news channels under study 
leave much to be desired, which may be a reflection of the news media's drive for market 
driven media content. Of course, factor for dominant coverage of political news in all the 
news channels under study may be because of the ongoing parliamentary elections during 
the period. 
In the TRP driven television industry, every type of TV programme content ultimately 
aims at better TRP. The TRP charts during the period under study shows that the most 
popular channel among the masses is Aaj Tak, while the channel of the elite class gets the 
second position and the channel of the rural masses gets the third position in terms of 
TRP. While NDTV is observed during this period as the channel that's showing the 
maximum political content and that may be one of the reasons for such TRP, though the 
most popular channel gets the maximum response. Aaj Tak has shown a blend of all news 
but with a dominance of political content. It shows that the audience appreciates the 
content of this channel. Which not only include their local language, rural approach. 
Whereas IBN 7's main focus are stories related to crime and superstition, but still it gets a 
least response. 
With the arrival of Internet news broadcast news outlets, both national and local, have been 
the most adversely affected. Growing numbers of traditional broadcast audiences are losing 
\t^0) 
the news habit, half pay attention to national news only when something important 
happens. More and more watch the news with a remote control in hand, ready to dispatch 
uninteresting stories. 
The Pew Research Center's survey, which documents the rapid emergence of the Internet as 
a news source, as well as a significant decline in regular viewership of broadcast television 
news reveals that One-in-three Americans now go online for news at least once a week 
whereas regular viewership of network news has fallen from 38% to 30% since 1998, while 
local news viewership has fallen from 64% to 56%. Among younger and better-educated 
people, the Internet is making even bigger inroads. People who are interested in the news 
and go online tend to watch less network TV news. There were modest declines in the 
viewership of television news magazines and the morning news shows imder the influence 
of online news. 
: emphasis on marketing is having its influence on public perception about role of 
channels. Most of the people agree with the fact that the News Channels have diluted 
jocial commitments under the driving influence of commercialization of news, of 
se there also people who believe the contrary. They were in the belief that the News 
nels have not diluted their social commitments under the driving influence of 
imercialization of news 
ajority of the respondents believe that tv channels emphasize on crime stories to improve 
.eir rating and viewership. Media reporting of crime hardly reduce criminal activity in the 
iciety by exposing crime and criminals. A very important finding of the study is the 
ifting viewer preference for news elements- political news, entertainment stories, social 
iws and sports. Majority of people have shown their preference for entertainment values, 
followed by sports news. People had a very little interest on social issues. 
Most of the respondents have voted for India's best Hindi News Channel-Aaj Tak. The next 
choice was NDTV which is considered as the most standard and credible news channel. 
While the channel of the rural masses, IBN 7 gets the least response. Though Star News is 
also a very popular news channel but this survey reports reveals that it is quiet popular in 
Maharashtra. The Northern region has an influence of Aaj Tak and NDTV. 
A survey on "sources of information" and their credibility has brought out that overall 
credibility of news papers has relatively gone up. This survey however indicated that 
television news has now surpassed newspapers as primary source for political and sports 
news. The gap in this respect in 2007 between TV news and newspapers was significantly 
high. Special efforts being made increasingly by various television news and business 
channels to cover both politics as well as business/market are making inroads into the 
market image of newspapers. From this, however it cannot be concluded that newspaper 
readers are shifting towards news channels. This survey had brought out that when it 
comes to comprehensiveness, newspapers get preference over TV channels. This finding 
rather reminds newspapers the compulsion to go beyond conventional approach to news. 
From a stage of customary news bulletin on national channel the news sphere on television 
has been evolving over the years. The 24X7 news formats is just a evolutionary product, 
shaped by the developing satellite based cable TV; the DTH, TV, and the online news. Under 
compulsions of competition news channels have kept exploring new ways of news 
presentation and the concept of breaking news is a evolutionary product tailored to keep 
the audiences updated on hourly basis by proving a digest of the events happening around. 
To make the news lively and interesting multimedia formats got prioritized, especially to 
provide multiple perspectives of a story as emphasized by Marshall McLuhan in his seminal 
work- medium are the message. Despite the influence of market forces, the news channels 
are exploring and incorporating news spheres of social live to make the news bulletins all 
inclusive. The conclusions that can be safely drawn from the findings is that the study 
more or less validate most of the hypotheses. 
Annexure-1 
Research Questionnaire on 
Changing Trends in Primetime News-
A Study of Selected News Channels in India 
Q. 1 News Channels have diluted their social commitments under the driving influence of 
commercialization of news. 
(a) Strongly agreed 
(b) Moderately agreed 
(c) Do not Agree 
Q. 2 What according to you is the reason for news channels emphasis on crime news? 
(Write in order of priority) 
(a) To reflect social reality 
(b) To cater to peoples appetite for crime news 
(c) To improve TV Ratings 
(d) To survive in the competition 
(e) To reduce criminal activity by exposing criminals 
Q. 3 What is the preference of your choice in primetime content? 
(a) Political News 
(b) Entertainment 
(c) Sports 
(d) Social issues 
Q. 4 What are the advantages of 24X7 News? 
(a) It caters the peoples appetite of news 
(b) You cannot miss a single news of the day 
(c) It Keeps us informed and update 
(d) It raises voice to our problems and concerned issues. 
(e) Any other (please specify) -
Q. 5 Why has this 24X7 news trends came in to existence? 
(a) 
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Q. 6 What according to you is the reason for news channels emphasis on entertainment 
news? (Write in order of priority) 
(a) Audience are least interested in politics 
(b) To cater to peoples appetite for entertainment 
(c) To improve TV Ratings 
(d) People take more interest in entertainment news. 
Q. 7 Which news channel you prefer the most & why? 
(b) Aaj Tak 
(c] NDTV 
(d] IBN 7 
(e) Star News 
(f) India TV 
(g] Any other (please specify 
Q. 8 What do you expect from a news channel? 
• It should only inform & educate 
• It should not focus superstition, maintain standards and should not hype 
issues. 
• There shouldn't be any manipulation and fabrication of facts. 
• It shouldn't be biased for a particular ideology, political party or personality. 
• It must fulfill its social obligations. 
Q.9 What are the changes in primetime news presentation you notice during last few 
years. 
Q.IO Your comments on changing trends in primetime news presentation 
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